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ABSTRACT 
Container Terminals are experiencing increased 

pressure to raise their productivity levels and capacity, 
in order to handle the increasing amounts of container 
cargo due to globalization. Due to space restrictions and 
other financial factors, automated solutions have been 
developed. AGVs (Automated Guided Vehicles) are 
one of those automated solutions for the horizontal 
transportation with in a Container Terminal. A recent 
European sponsored project has lead to the 
development of a new generation of AGVs that are 
using cassettes namely IPSI™ AGVs.  

An agent-based simulator has been developed with 
the purpose of constructing and evaluating dispatching 
strategies for this new developed AGV system. Already 
explored dispatching strategies [9, 14] are used with 
additional modifications to re-evaluate them with the 
consideration of the usage of cassettes.  

Our findings from the simulation experiment are 
suggesting that a cost estimation based approach is 
much more suited than an inventory based. In addition 
to that, the results are very convincing in that the 
number of cassettes used is the most dominate factor 
despite dispatching strategy for obtaining a fast ship 
turnaround time.  

 
Keywords: IPSI / Improved Port Ship Interface, 
Automated Guided Vehicle, DESMO-J, Container 
Terminal, and Simulation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The aim of this chapter is to introduce the study area as well as provide the 

motivation for this thesis. The research methods used in this paper are described 
together with the constructed research questions that this study tends to investigate. An 
outline of the thesis is also given. 

1.1 Background 
The overall throughput of TEU (twenty-foot equivalent unit) containers in 

terminals globally, is constantly growing with an annual growth of 10 per cent. From 
1984 to 2004 shipped TEU containers have increased from 39 million to 356 million 
[18]. The size of the vessels carrying these containers have also increased enormously; 
today vessels can take up to 14000 containers, and the current cost of operating a 
vessel can be over $65000 per day [26].  

 Because of the increasing demand, Container Terminals are required to create 
additional capacity together with a raising productivity level. This puts Container 
Terminals on the edge of their limitations, and to handle this rising problem, they have 
started to look for different solutions to reduce costs and increase the efficiency. 

However, the whole operation of a Container Terminal consists of different 
aspects that need to be considered, in order to serve ships as efficiently as possible. 
Container stowage, which refers to the arrangements of the containers in the ship, is 
one of those aspects. Berth and crane allocation is another. Both these aspects are out 
of scope for this study. But when it comes to performance and productivity of a 
Container Terminal, the most overall goal is to obtain as fast ship turn-around time as 
possible [10]. However, this can be done in various ways:   

• “Deploy more cranes per vessel. This is however constrained by the 
length of the vessels and the minimum distance required between cranes.   

• Improve the handling rate of the individual cranes, by increasing the 
speeds and semi-    automation features of the cranes. 

• Improve reliability and maintainability of the cranes to minimize the 
amount of rework.  

• Train and use skilled operators to operate the cranes. 
• Provide efficient yard handling and horizontal transportation systems for 

the loading and discharging/unloading operations.”[9]   

Another factor that is highly relevant revolving terminal capacity and performance 
is space restrictions, most terminals especially in Europe and Asia are already on their 
limitations regarding space. This aspect together with other more financial factors has 
contributed to the growing interest of automated solutions, in order to archive the fifth 
method listed above. Manual system for horizontal transportation has been proven 
hard to optimize, when it comes to deployment and dispatching, mainly because of low 
control and monitoring mechanisms within the terminal [9]. However, with the 
deployment of a fully automated systems such as AGVs (Automated Guided Vehicles, 
the possibility of controlling the vehicles to serve the cranes in the most efficient 
manner is has now emerged. 

In order to investigate and evaluate dispatching strategies a Multi Agent Based 
Simulator has been created in this thesis. The Multi Agent concept is relatively new 
way of conceptualizing and implementing distributed system; the basic concept is that 
the system consists of several agents that are working together or separately to achieve 
a common goal(s). To this day there still exists debate amongst researches of the 
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definition of what an agent is, according to Wooldridge [7] an agent can best be 
described as:   

“[…] a computer system that is situated in some environment and that is capable 
of autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its design objectives.”  

Different Multi Agent Systems has already been developed with successful 
outcome, even though that the semantics revolving the multi-agent concept differ 
considerably from model to model [8]. 

 Multi Agent Based Simulation (MABS) can be an alternative to use when 
approaching simulation of complex systems, MABS is partially built upon Object 
Oriented Simulation OOS, where the produced models have consideration of the real 
world in the form of mapped entities. In OOS the entities are model and implemented 
as objects with typically purely reactive constraints, and act on changes within their 
own environment to achieve their goal(s). 

1.2 Focus Area and Motivation 
The overall focus point in this thesis is to investigate one automated technology for 

the horizontal transportation in a Container Terminal namely AGVs (Automated 
Guided Vehicles). A European Union sponsored project called IPSI (Improved Port 
Ship Interface) has lead to the development of a new AGV system [13]. One of the 
main characteristics of the IPSI AGV system is the usage of steel cassettes to handle 
the transshipment of containers within the yard of a Container Terminal. The IPSI 
AGV system has not yet been incorporated in a live Container Terminal as of today, 
but one of the benefits of using cassettes is that the AGVs can carry multiple 
containers. Another factor that makes the use of cassettes beneficial is that the cranes 
can drop off a container without the presence of an AGV. Because the ISPI AGV 
system is a fairly new system, most studies revolving the area of AGVs have not 
considered the usage of cassettes, and therefore it includes aspects that are unexplored. 

There has been a recent study regarding the IPSI AGV system [18], where the 
author argues from his simulation experiments that the system obtains lower waiting 
times and a higher utilization rate than traditional AGV systems that are not using 
cassettes. However, that study does not consider dispatching and assignment of jobs, 
which this study intends to investigate.  

1.3 Research Questions  
As mentioned above this study intends to investigate dispatching and job 

assignment for the IPSI AGV system. Based on that the following research questions 
have been constructed: 

  
RQ1: Which methods has been tested and proven successful for dispatching AGVs 

in earlier systems? 

RQ2: Is it possible to reuse previously applied methods with additional 
modifications in order to dispatch IPSI AGVs? 

RQ3: Can these methods be implemented and evaluated through simulations? 

RQ4: How will these newly applied methods perform in the matter of efficiency, 
costs compared to each other? 

RQ5: How and to what extent does the number of AGVs and Cassettes affect the 
dispatching?   
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1.4 Research Methodology  
In this thesis, both qualitative and quantitative methods were used together to 

obtain valid and accurate results. However, the core of this thesis lies within simulate 
the IPSI AGV system with the creation of a Multi Agent Based Simulator. The choice 
of using simulations in this thesis is due to the complexity, and as mentioned earlier 
that the system has not been implemented at any Container Terminal yet. This 
approach is also strengthened by Elder[27] who states that simulation beats queuing 
which may have been another choice for this study.  

Further, as a first step in this study an extensive literature review was conducted 
with the aim of finding background information about ports and Container Terminals. 
In addition to that, previous studies revolving AGVs were carefully studied with the 
purpose of finding existing methods to the AGV dispatching problem. The literature 
review was then followed up with interviews and observations [23, 28] of ports, in 
order to increase the domain knowledge, but more importantly to validate the modelled 
Container Terminal entities and attributes in our simulation model. Because the IPSI 
AGV system is relatively new, the data that were used in our simulation model was 
derived from product specifications connecting to the system [13].  

Altogether, the simulation model was constructed with an agent oriented approach. 
This was conceptualized in the form of that several entities were modelled as active 
entities with their own behaviour and attributes. According to Wooldridge [7] an agent 
approach is suited to environments where it comes natural to model a society of agents 
that either cooperating or competing against each other in order to solve complex 
problems. In addition to that, this approach has been proven to be successful 
previously in this area [18], and has also become a well-established concept in the 
computer science community.  

 

 
Figure 1: Conceptual layers of dispatching 

The simulation model was then later extended with the creation of dispatching 
rules for the AGVs, which were created using the methodology visualized in figure 1. 
The four keywords: Strategy, Approach, Method, and Algorithm that can be found in 
the picture refer to the different layers a rule was conceptualized at. Every dispatching 
rule started with an overall strategy which was redefined through the layers, and 
finally was implemented as a dispatching algorithm in the simulator.  

The final research method that was performed in this thesis was the simulation 
experiment. Information such as statistics on unloading jobs from the port of 
Felixstowe and AGV operating speeds were gathered from industry, and used as input 
parameters for the simulator. The assumptions that were made for simplistic reasons 
gained credibility through face validation with an expert in area which also increased 
the accuracy of the simulator.   
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1.5 Outline 
In the chapter two and three, an introduction of the different aspects revolving 

Container Terminals and AGVs are given with the purpose of introduce the area. The 
main problem areas connecting to AGV systems in Container Terminal are introduced 
and explained in chapter four. These areas are to a certain extent consider and 
modelled in the simulation model. Chapter five includes a literature review on 
previous work regarding dispatching AGVs together with three selected dispatching 
strategies that are further explained and analyzed.  

In chapter six, our produced simulation model is presented. The consider entities 
are explained, and assumptions are made. Further, in chapter six the dispatching rules 
are visualized with UML diagrams together with descriptive text. Chapter seven 
contains information revolving the implemented AGV simulator from a code based 
perspective. Code snippets together with descriptive text will encounter for how the 
core functionality in simulator works. In chapter eight, the AGV simulator is validated 
and verified on its functionality against a base case from data provided by the port of 
Felixstowe, United Kingdom.  

Chapter nine and ten are connected to the simulations that were run on the created 
AGV simulator. Simulation parameters and different configurations are presented in 
the simulation approach which is followed by the results that are mainly visualized by 
graphs and tables. Descriptive text and breakdowns of the results are also given 
together with cost analysis from both an overall and an AGV standpoint. 

In the chapters eleven and twelve is where our findings from this study are being 
discussed and concluded, future work is also consider in chapter thirteen.   
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2 CONTAINER TERMINAL 
 
 
According to Henesey [10] who defines a port as a place where goods are shipped 

to and from, a terminal can be seen as a part of the port that handles particular types of 
goods for example containers, woods and so on. Container terminals which are the 
focus point for this thesis consist of different components such as cranes, vehicles to 
handle and transit containers. A container terminal has typically quays with cranes that 
are responsible for loading and unloading containers from sea going vessels, a stacking 
area where containers are stored between movement and other interface(s) to connect 
other logistics services such as road and rail to the terminal.  

Modern container-vessels are enormous and are constantly getting bigger to handle 
more cargo. In order to serve large vessels and handle large amount of containers, QCs 
are very large. The most common structure of a QC is an open structure including a 
beam that extends over the ship, with the help of a trolley with a spreader it is able to 
attach to the top of the container and move it with the help of cables. 

 
Image 1: QCs at a container Terminal [19] 

Once a container is unloaded from a vessel, the container is placed on a vehicle 
that is responsible to move the container to the stacking area. The vehicle that moves 
containers can either be a trailer, a truck, a straddle carrier or an AGV. When a 
container arrives to the stacking area, it is placed on the stack by a SC or a straddle 
carrier. SCs can be permanently placed on a steel structure over the stacking area 
(overhead bridge cranes), but also occur in either rail-mounted versions or rubber-tired 
versions.  
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Image 2: Wheeled SCs [19] 

These cranes exist in both manually operated and automated alternatives. Straddle 
carrier is basically a combined version of the vehicle that moves the container and the 
stacking crane that are able to both lift up a container and move it around unrestricted.  

 
Image 3: Straddle carrier [19] 

The stacks in the stacking area are normally handled in blocks, and are organized 
to be served by one or more cranes. The structures of the stacks are very much 
connected to the layout of the terminal at hand. However in USA, the containers are 
normally stacked on chassis, but in Europe and Asia they are normally placed on top 
of each other in certain patterns, mainly because of space restrictions. A downside of 
stacking containers on top of each other is reshuffling meaning if a bottom container is 
needed, the top one needs to be reallocated. This problem can on the other hand be 
handle with Automated Storage/Retrieval System, but for such application to handle 
containers that weigh up to 30 tones is neither feasible nor justifiable from an 
economical standpoint [4]. 
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3 AGV 
 
 
The basic aim for this chapter is to introduce and explain the area of AGVs and 

how they can be used in a Container Terminal setting. Existing system are explained 
together with speculations on the IPSI AGV system.  

3.1 History 
AGVs have been in use for over 50 years. The first AGV was built and introduced 

in 1953 at a grocery warehouse. It was a driverless towing truck which followed an 
overhead wire. After a few years many types of warehouses and factories had started 
to use towing AGVs and still does. In 1973 Volvo in Sweden set out to develop an 
alternative to the conventional assembly line, and they achieved this by introducing 
280 AGVs. [12] 

The next step in the AGV evolution was the unit load AGV and when it was 
introduces in the mid 70’s it gained widespread acceptance because of its ability to 
serve multiple functions, such as transportation device and assembly platforms. After 
the 70’s different guiding systems were introduced which increased the flexibility of 
the AGVs e.g. laser guidance. The AGV system continued to evolve in the same pace as 
the advances within electronics and computers, and today there are over 15 different 
types of AGVs with around 40 manufactures worldwide. [12] 

 

 
Image 4: CTA AGV [24] 

3.2 Free Path AGVs 
AGVs are widely used in industries such as the car industry and other assembly 

lines. Often those AGVs are rail mounted meaning they are moving along a fixed path. 
In contrast to the fixed path AGVs the free path AGVs are required to move around and 
navigate on their own, such AGVs are being used in port of Rotterdam. They have 
several complex embedded systems in order to fulfill the requirements and meet the 
excepted benefits. For instance there is an onboard controller that is responsible for 
propulsion, breaking and steering etc. Further, a management system is also included 
which is handling traffic control, planning, scheduling, dispatching and routing. In 
addition to that the AGVs also have a communication system which is used to send and 
receive data to and from a central controller. The information that is sent is current 
position, heading and the status of the vehicle. Finally, there is the navigation system 
that consists of several different scanners which allows the AGVs to navigate 
throughout the terminal to make pickups/drop offs and to avoid collisions and 
deadlocks [3].  
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3.3 AGVs in Container Terminal Environment 
Ports in Europe are slowly starting to use AGVs in their ports i.e. the port of 

Rotterdam as there are many benefits with using AGVs in a container terminal. Here 
follows some of the benefits with AGVs at a container terminal environment: 

• “High container throughput 
• Continuous operation: 24 hours a day, 365 days a year 
• High safety standards 
• Automated and consistent container handling operation 
• Reduced operational costs, especially labor costs 
• High position and heading accuracy” [3] 

Even with all these benefits there is still a strong opposition to this kind of 
automation as it is seen as a threat to current jobs by the labor union in the U.S. This 
opposition is making it hard for the U.S. to keep up with counterparts in Europe and 
the rest of the world [3].   

The largest port that uses AGVs is located in Rotterdam which is called Delta Port 
terminal. It is the most technologically advanced port terminal in the world and it 
performs 500’000 container lifts a year. The port started out with only 58 AGVs and 
today they have over 140 AGVs operating at the terminal [3].  

The Delta Port terminal is almost fully automated; they are using automated 
stacking cranes and AGVs that are transporting containers to and from the stacking 
areas. The only part that is still not automated is the quay-cranes. The stacking area 
consists of twenty-seven stacking lanes; each lane has 6 rows (delivery points) and 
each row is 42 containers long. The containers can be stacked up to three containers on 
each other, this ad up to a stacking area capacity of 20’412 containers [4]. All the 
AGVs at Delta Port terminal are controlled by a centralized system using a block 
system. The system allocates a number of blocks for an AGV that no other AGVs can 
access at that time to prevent collisions. They are also equipped with sensors to 
detect/avoid other obstacles [4]. The normal proceedings for unloading a container 
from a vessel is that the quay-crane lift up the container from the ship and places it 
onto the AGV, the AGV then transports the container to one of the delivery points at the 
stacking area. When the AGV arrives at the stacking area delivery point the stacking 
crane lifts up the container and places it in the stacking area [4].  

The least efficient process in a none-automated terminal is the transportation 
process between locations in the terminal area [2] and that is one of reasons of 
introducing AGVs in a port terminal environment and it strengthens the importance of 
having well developed AGV system. There are a lot of requirements that comes with 
having AGVs working at a port terminal other then the AGVs themselves, the terminal 
needs to be equipped with reflectors throughout the terminal area, have a centralized 
dispatching unit, a good dispatching strategy, advanced navigation for the AGVs and a 
optimized layout of the port to get the most out of the AGV system. 

3.4 IPSI™ AGV 
The IPSI™ AGV is a part of the IPSI™ European Union project which is now 

completed. From here on we will refer to the IPSI™ as IPSI. The IPSI AGVs are 
customized to transport specially developed cassettes with container(s) on them. There 
are two different types of ships where the AGVs are being used to assist the on and 
offloading of containers. The two types are LoLo and RoRo. LoLo means Load on 
Load off and to unload containers from such ships they require the use of quay-cranes. 
The second type is RoRo stands for Roll on Roll off. 

An IPSI AGV has two different operational height levels lower and higher.  The 
lower operation level is used when the AGV is not carrying any weight and to be able 
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drive under a cassette in order to raise or lower it. When an AGV is moving around 
with a cassette the higher operational level is used [13]. 

The AGVs are navigating around the harbor area with the help of rotating laser 
scanners on either side of the AGV. There are specially designed reflectors placed 
throughout the harbor area which allows the scanners to verify its position by cross-
bearings in order to navigate safely throughout the area. In the front and rear of the 
AGV there are additional scanners called SICK™ that is used as security scanners and 
navigation onboard RoRo ships [13]. 

To the best of our knowledge there are currently two different IPSI AGV versions 
for ports, the main differences are speed and carrying capacity. The slightly older one 
has a carry capacity of 84’000 kilos and a speed of 20km/h with and without load. The 
newer version has a maximum speed of 45km/h without load and maximum speed of 
30km/h with maximum load which is 66’000 kilos. If they only carry the maximum 
weight of 55’000 kilos they can move with a speed of 40km/h. [13] 

 
Image 5: IPSI AGV with a cassette and containers [13] 

As the IPSI AGV system is a very recent system there is still no port using it, in 
contrast to the normal AGV system which is being used in several ports today for 
example port of Rotterdam. However, the general idea with using cassettes is to reduce 
the amount of AGVs, but also keep the same off and on-loading frequency or even 
increase it with less AGVs. The older version of IPSI AGVs moves about twice as fast 
as the AGVs in the port of Rotterdam and the newer IPSI AGVs can move up to four 
times the speed of the Rotterdam AGVs [3, 13]. Without going into to much detail at 
this point, but with those facts at hand it is rather clear that the TTS AGVs are more 
efficient when it comes to movement and carrying capacity.     
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4 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
 
 
As mentioned in previous chapter, the AGV technology has become an interesting 

study area in order to increase the performance and utilization of a container terminal. 
In this paper, we are primarily focused on the dispatching problem because of its 
significant importance when it comes to performance in a container terminal with an 
AGV system [9]. Previous research regarding dispatching AGVs has not considered the 
usage of cassettes, and to the best of our knowledge no study has yet been conducted 
regarding the dispatching problem for the IPSI AGV system.  

One of the most distinct differences between using cassettes together with AGVs is 
that the cassettes have the advantage of working as a buffer at both the pick-up and the 
delivery point. One of the benefits with this feature is that a container can be loaded or 
unloaded without the presence of an AGV. This feature enables more flexibility into 
the dispatching strategies because of the fact that the cranes working in the container 
terminal do not have to wait to be served by an AGV.  

Hence, this study’s primarily goal is to consider already existing dispatching 
strategies for other AGV systems, in order to construct dispatching strategies that can 
be used together with this newly developed AGV system. During the creation of the 
simulation model the following aspects have been considered: 

• “flowpath layout, 
• traffic management: prediction and avoidance of collisions and 

deadlocks, 
• number and location of pick-up and delivery points, 
• vehicle requirements, 
• vehicle dispatching, 
• vehicle routing, 
• [...]”  [2] 

4.1 Flow Path Layout 
The flow path aspect refers to the design of the paths that the AGVs can travel on. 

The layout of a flow path connects the different locations that can be found in 
container terminals such as machines, processing centers, stations and other fixed 
structures along the aisles. Designing the layout of a flow path can be done in various 
ways with different considerations. However, a layout is usually represented by a 
directed network where the nodes are considered as aisle intersections, pick-up and 
delivery locations. Arcs in the layout represent the guided path where the AGVs can 
travel on. These arcs determine the direction of travel, which can either be 
unidirectional or bidirectional. Unidirectional arcs are just allowing the vehicles to 
travel in one direction, and bidirectional arcs allow vehicles to travel in both 
directions. Using bidirectional arcs can obtain a reduction in travel distance, due to that 
AGVs are able to make shortcuts. However, unidirectional paths are much easier to 
construct and control. Another solution is to use multiple lanes where opposite 
direction can be inserted in the two arcs. The downside of using multiple lanes is that it 
demands more space, which may not be available.  

Further, there exist many different other aspects to consider when constructing 
flow paths such as configurations, loop design and so on. In the article [2] the author 
lists some of the previous work that has been conducted revolving the construction of 
flow paths, which can be useful to consider when designing a flow path for an AGV 
system. However, it is also mentioned that is highly uncertain whether these can be 
applicable to AGV systems, and which modifications that is needed in order to solve 
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large flow path problems which can be found in AGV systems located in a container 
terminal. 

4.2 Traffic Management 
Traffic management addresses the problem of preventing AGV collisions and 

deadlocks. It is crucial that an AGV has the ability of returning to its original path after 
avoiding an obstacle without causing any collisions. By placing sensors on the AGV, it 
is able to detect obstacles which prevent collisions. Deadlocks can occur in system that 
uses bidirectional flow paths, for example when two AGVs are forced to stop because 
they are moving in opposite directions on the same path. In addition to deadlocks in 
bidirectional flow paths, it can also occur at the area of pick-up and delivery. 
Prevention of collisions and deadlocks can be solved by rerouting of vehicles. 
However, the performance of the system will decrease with high occurrence of 
rerouting, and therefore is preplanning with avoidance of deadlocks and collisions a 
much better solution. Previous studies have resulted in methods to avoid these aspects, 
in the article [2] these methods are listed under three categories which are design of the 
flow path, non-overlapping control zones and routing strategies. If we look at the last 
category routing strategies, two distinct algorithms can be developed for this purpose 
namely static or dynamic. The different routes in static algorithms are predetermined 
for instance between x to y, the shortest path will always be used. Dynamic routing 
algorithms will on the other hand also consider traffic conditions and adept to changes 
within the system before determine the most profitable path. Much of the previous 
work regarding this area has used the well-known Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm 
incorporated with own strategies to handle routing. However, areas such as 
distribution, transhipment and transportation systems have hardly been studied with 
the conception of routing AGVs [2].  

4.3 Pickup and Delivery Points 
Another aspect that was previously mentioned in the list above is the location of 

pickup and delivery points, which mainly refers to cranes, machines, inspection 
stations and place of storage. These locations for an AGV system will influence the 
performance of the system, for example the distance that the AGVs need to travel. 
According to Vis [2] this aspect is even more important for large AVG systems to 
avoid bottlenecks connecting to pick-up and delivery. However, the area is still 
somewhat unexplored, and further studies need to be conducted in order to decide 
whether previously developed strategies are applicable for large AGV systems.  

4.4 Vehicle Requirements  
The fourth aspect regarding AGV systems is the vehicle itself, and its 

requirements. The vehicle’s characteristics such as speed, capacity and cost must be 
considered along with other factors such as the flow path layout, routing and 
dispatching strategies in order to determine the number of needed vehicles for that 
specific system to obtain the most optimized system. Looking more closely at the 
function of controlling the AGV, there are mainly two aspects linked to that namely 
routing and dispatching. Both these aspects are highly important for any control policy 
within any AGV system, in order to obtain the objectives of satisfying the demand of 
as fast transportation as possible without occurrence of conflicts between AGVs [2].  

4.5 Dispatching and Selection of Jobs 
As mentioned previously in this chapter routing refers to traffic management and 

how AGVs are routed between the different locations within the system without 
deadlocks and collision. The dispatching concept refers to the selection and 
assignment of tasks to the AGVs. In general, the main goal of the selection of a job is 
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to minimize the cost which can be a combined value of time, distance and priority. To 
determine which AGV that is suited for a specific job, various methods can be used in 
various ways. In the next chapter, we will review and present previously studied 
methods that can be used for dispatching and job selection regarding AGV systems in a 
container terminal. However, these methods have been constructed for AGV systems 
without the consideration of cassettes. Therefore, is there a great need of revaluating 
these methods against the new conditions that the usage of cassettes brings, which is 
one of the main focus points in this thesis.    

As of now the IPSI AGV system is still under development and testing, and has not 
been used in a live terminal yet. However, data and specifications revolving the system 
which are used in this thesis are based from the manufacturer TTS AB [13], and are 
validated against other existing systems such as the one in Rotterdam [22] together 
with opinions from experts in the area. 
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5 RELATED WORK 
 
 
Firstly, in this chapter an overview will be given on related work which includes 

results and conclusions from previous studies. Moreover, interesting strategies are then 
reviewed and analyzed with the purpose of giving out information that are consider 
and used in the simulation model. 

5.1 Overview 
The Greedy algorithm is a method that has been studied for dispatching vehicles in 

a mega Container Terminal [9]. The Greedy method has been proven to be a simplistic 
heuristic dispatching strategy, and it has earned its recognition as a suitable method for 
dispatching a single ship and single QC situation [6, 9]. The jobs are arranged with the 
method called FIFO (First In First Out). In addition to that the Greedy algorithm has 
shown that it also performs reasonably well for multiple QCs and vehicles [6]. 
However, other studies have shown that the Greedy method performance deteriorates 
significantly when it comes to serving multiple QCs [9].  Furthermore the authors of 
that paper also introduced what they called the “refined greedy algorithm”. The 
difference between the two is that the refined greedy algorithm has a look-ahead rule. 
The results from using the “refined greedy algorithm” showed an average deviation of 
1.55% deviation from the optimal solution for all the problems they conducted. The 
study was not revolved around IPSI AGV system or AGV, but rather on dispatching 
vehicles, further they assumed that the stacking-cranes are always available and that is 
to simplify and removing some of the idle time that would actually occur.    

Another model for dispatching is Network Flow Method (NFM) [9] which is an 
extension of an earlier method by another group of researchers [16]. There have been 
some studies regarding the NFM with the focus on the Minimum Cost Flow (MCF) 
[9]. Unfortunately, the MCF was only benchmarked against the Greedy Method; it 
would have been interesting to see a comparison of the MCF and the refined Greedy 
method that could look-ahead. However, that study showed overwhelming results to 
the advantage of the MCF method as shown below (table 1). 

QC Rate Waiting time with Waiting time with
(Container per hour) Greedy Method Minimum Cost Flow

(Minutes) (Minutes)
30.00 255 104
33.33 208 108
40.00 212 90
50.00 155 80
54.55 6 late jobs 2 late jobs
60.00 17 late jobs 5 late jobs
66.67 30 late jobs 6 late jobs
75.00 45 late jobs 8 late jobs

 
Table 1: Comparison of waiting time [9] 

As seen in the table 1: the MCF had lower waiting time and fewer late jobs. The 
overall conclusion of that research was that the MCF is optimal to minimize the 
waiting time for the AGVs in a container terminal [9].  

Yet another study showed similar results that a MCF algorithm out preformed 
Greedy Algorithm in both AGV waiting time and AGV traveling time [15]. However, 
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that study also showed that Greedy had a better statistical deviation when it came to 
appointment times. That study tried to “[…] find the global optimal solution for 3000 
jobs and 10 millions arcs in the graph model within 2 minutes” [15]. The study showed 
that when a problem grows too large, then the Greedy method is a better choice.  

As different studies have shown different results it has become quite clear that 
more research in this area is needed in order to give clearer understanding of the 
usefulness of the algorithms in this area.  

An inventory based approach has also been used to solve the dispatching problem 
of AGVs in a Container Terminal [14], and we will describe the Inventory based 
approach in a later section in more detail. The problem formulation for inventory 
based approach was solved with the well known algorithm called the Hungarian 
method. They compared the Inventory based approach against the due time based 
method which also use the Hungarian method. Finally, they had a modified Inventory 
based method that had dual cycle time. All of these methods were benchmarked 
against their simplest method called “dueTimePrio” [14]. At first the study indicated 
that the due time based methods seemed to allow for more precise scheduling 
however, when they took bad time estimates into account which is quite common in 
practice, the Inventory based approach out preformed the due time methods [14]. 
Furthermore, the modified version of Inventory based method namely the 
invDualCycle showed the best results of all the methods except when it came to the 
AGV waiting time as shown below: 

Precedence relations dueTimePrio dueTimeHung inv invDualCycle
linear 1 1.032 0.860 0.944
many 1 1.027 0.881 1.036

medium 1 1.075 0.666 0.696
few 1 1.039 0.911 0.964

without 1 1.007 0.601 1.052  
Table 2: AGV waiting times [6] 

However, the important aspect is the waiting time for the QCs and those results 
were to the inv and invDualCycle models advantage as shown in table 3. 

Precedence relations dueTimePrio dueTimeHung inv invDualCycle
linear 1 1.032 0.860 0.944
many 1 0.990 0.974 0.955

medium 1 0.982 0.957 0.800
few 1 0.990 0.962 0.837

without 1 0.987 0.977 0.838  
Table 3: QC waiting times [9] 

The overall conclusion of that study was that the inventory approach was better 
suited for AGVs in this context. This conclusion was due to the fact that the inventory 
based approach does not use the time estimates in the same extent as the time based 
ones and this makes it less fragile to bad estimates. Furthermore, it does not require so 
frequent updates of times, which leads to simpler terminal control [14]. 

Another study that has been conducted focused on the relations between the AGVs, 
cassettes and QCs. To the best of our knowledge this is the only study regarding the 
IPSI AGV system [18]. In that study they used an open source simulation tool called 
DESMO-J which is based on the JAVA programming language. They used a protocol 
called Contract Net to coordinate the cranes, IPSI AGVs and cassettes for loading and 
discharging containers. The results from their simulations indicated that it is possible 
to add more AVGs and cassettes instead of adding additional QC with its own set of 
AGVs and cassettes and maintain or increase the same handling rate. As the cost of one 
QC exceeds the cost of several AGVs and cassettes, it is not applicable to add more 
QCs to improve the utilization [18]. The authors concluded that using the IPSI AGV 
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system instead of the normal AGV had the advantage being able to use the cassettes as 
a “floating  buffer” [18], the buffer reduces the overall waiting time for the AGVs.   

As described earlier in this section there has been some research regarding the area 
of this thesis. However, to the best of our knowledge there has not been any research 
regarding dispatching IPSI AGVs, and with that in mind all of our work will contribute 
to all forthcoming research regarding this area. The reason why there has not been any 
research in this area is because the IPSI AGV system is one of latest technological 
advances regarding the AGVs in Container Terminals.  

5.2 Greedy 
This section will elaborate on the Greedy method and explain how the algorithm 

works. As explained in previous section it is a simplistic heuristic, and it has proven it 
self to be a rather good dispatching method as well as easy to implement. The results 
have been proven to be quite good, and therefore it has been used for benchmarking 
other algorithms. The Greedy method is using a simple strategy which in this case is 
focused on the time. It could be focused on something else or on several different 
attributes such as fuel consumptions and idle time which also increases the complexity 
of the algorithm. The Greedy method has not been tested with the IPSI AGVs as the 
new AGV system is recently developed. In a related study [9] they have used FIFO for 
the jobs. However, when using cassettes this may not always be the case as the 
cassettes will function as individual buffers and therefore several containers may be 
loaded on to the cassettes before they are ready to be moved.   

How the Greedy method would work in reality in a container terminal with AGVs 
is best explained through a scenario. This is a purely fictive scenario to illustrate how 
the Greedy method works.  

AGV 1 AGV 2 AGV 3 AGV 4
Job 1 x
Job 2 x
Job 3 x
Job 4 x
Job 5 1 2 2 4
Job 6 4 1 1 3
Job 7 3 1 7 2
Job 8 1 5 6 1
Job 9 1 3 4 6

Job 10 8 1 2 4  
Table 4: Illustration of the principle of Greedy method  

The first four jobs are not included in the Greedy method as in this scenario the 
four AGVs are already queuing at this one crane scenario. However, as the AGVs are 
queued the results would be the same because the AGV 1 is the closest one to the job. 
The Greedy algorithm is used from job 5 to 10. Here follows a description of table 4: 

• Job 5: Will be delegated to AGV 1 as it has given the lowest time unit for 
the pickup. 

• Job 6: Will be delegated to AGV 3 even though AGV 2 has given the same 
time unit for the pickup, this is because AGV 3s previous job (job 5) made 
it come ahead of AGV 2. 

• Job 7: As AGV 2 has given the lowest time unit it will receive the job. 
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• Job 8: Again two different AGVs have responded with the same time unit 
fore the pickup of job, this time the AGV 4 was ahead of AGV 1 and 
therefore it got the job. 

• Job 9: Is a clear choice and the job goes to AGV 1. 
• Job 10: The final job of this short scenario is delegated to AGV 2. 

5.3 Greedy Look-Ahead 
The previous scenario illustrated the basics of the normal Greedy method there 

would be some differences when using the Greedy look-ahead method. Using the look-
ahead method raises another question namely how far should the method look-ahead.  

After further investigations and a deeper understanding of the different algorithms 
we interpreted the Network Flow algorithms to be very similar to the Greedy Look-
Ahead algorithm. The research done regarding Network Flow [15] had over 3000 jobs 
and 10’000’000 arcs which is very time consuming and therefore they limited to the 
best solution within 2 minutes. The other study [6] that used the Greedy algorithm 
which was able to look-ahead, did not give an account of how far their method was 
able to look-ahead. By looking ahead through the whole loading/unloading list and 
dispatch the jobs according to those results, it will make the dispatching somewhat 
static and more fragile to discrepancies of the estimated times for the jobs which also 
makes it harder to make accurate decisions. Therefore, we will find the optimal 
solution for a less number of jobs and calculate on every single combination in order to 
elicit the optimal combination, and of course the length of the look-ahead can be 
altered. The reason for this approach is to reduce the overall impact on the results if 
any interruptions or delays should occur. Instead the impact will mainly affect the set 
of jobs in that look-ahead sequence and the next sequence will get analyzed after the 
first sequence is completed.  

5.4 Inventory Based 
In previous section the Greedy and the refined Greedy heuristic have been 

discussed for the dispatching purpose. In the article [14] another approach is presented 
for the dispatching problem namely Inventory based. As mentioned before the 
inventory based solution has showed some promising results especially regarding the 
AGV and QC waiting time. Mainly, due to the fact that the heuristic of this approach is 
not built upon due times, instead it is build upon a rough analogy to inventory 
management. The basic idea with the formulation of the Inventory based method is to 
avoid estimates of completion times, driving times, due times and tardiness. According 
to the authors [14] these estimates are often highly unreliable, and therefore it will 
reduce the possibility of accurate planning. 

The basic idea of the Inventory based approach is to see the QCs as customers 
which need to be served with goods. In AGV systems without the usage of cassettes the 
procedure of the Inventory based works like a waiting buffer in the area where the 
arriving AGVs wait in order to serve the QCs. The policy of the Inventory based 
approach builds upon inventory management where the goal is to have no customer 
wait for goods which means that the inventory level should never be zero. Another 
aspect of inventory management is that the inventory level should not be too high 
either, ideally the best scenario of this the Inventory based approach is that an AGV 
serves a QC with the lowest inventory level just-in-time.  

According to the inventory based approach, every QC has an inventory level. The 
inventory level consists of the waiting AGVs plus those that are on their way to serve 
that specific crane. In the article [14] the authors have defined as the number of 
AGVs that are busy with current loading jobs of QC q, but have not yet reached q. 
Consequently, the number of waiting or in motion AGVs for the discharging crane (p) 
is defined as . However, these definitions are not entirely suitable for this 

qILA

pILA
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purpose, and another factor needs to be weighed in namely the AGV travel and service 
time. The travel and service time consists of driving to the stacking area, waiting for 
service and finally drive back to a QC. Therefore, must the inventory level of a 
discharging quay-crane (p) be lower than a loading one (q) in order to reach the same 
productivity level. To solve this aspect the authors [14] have introduced a parameter 
phase (φ ) factor that is defining the inventory level of a loading quay-crane higher. So 

therefore the definition of 
φ

q
q

ila
ila =' , but the definition of the  is equal to . 

If a tie occurs between the two inventory level (

pila pila '

pq ilaila '' = ) the quay-crane with the 
last visited AGV is more urgent. In addition to the reduction of the usage of due times, 
this method can be incorporated with other operational issues in practice for example 
the priority of the QCs can easily be implemented. QCs that serve high priority vessels 
will receive a reduction on there  in order to make the jobs for those cranes 
appear more urgent. Altogether, the straightforwardness of the Inventory idea makes it 
quite interesting, and according to the authors [14] highly applicable with respect of 
practical needs. 

qila '

Looking more closely to the assignment of tasks, an AGV (a) that are free for a 
new job should get assigned to the first unassigned job of the QC (q) that has the 
lowest inventory (buffer). According to the authors [14] this makes sure that the most 
likely urgent QC receives an AGV first, which will reduce waiting times and shorten 
the AGV queues. In order to assign the n jobs to the n AGVs the authors of the 
Inventory based solution have created a standard linear assignment problem with a 
cost calculation that consist of three components: 

• “An AGV a may have a current job that must be completed before it can 
start the next empty travel. The estimated waiting time for availability   
obviously influences the duration until the next job j can be started as well 
as the duration until the AGV can arrive at the related quay-crane. Note 
that is zero if AGV a does not have a current job. 

aw

wa

• According to the pick-up location of job j and the current position of AGV 
a there is an expected empty travel time  if j is assigned to a. This 
empty travel time affects the arrival of the AGV at the quay-crane. 

jae

• We define noj ≤≤1  as the ordinal number of job j according to the order 

in which the jobs were chosen for assignment. That is, job j with  is 

the most urgent job with respect to the inventory levels , job i with 

 is the second most urgent job and so on…”[14] 

1=jo

qila '
2=jo

With this at hand the authors have define the cost as the following formula: 
“ )(*)1)(*( ewonc jaajja +−= +λ ”[14]. Using this formula to determine the costs 
the authors have used the well-known Hungarian method to resolve the resulting 
assignment problem in order to minimize the total costs of assignments. In the next 
chapter we will use the previously described heuristic, in order to create a similar 
Inventory strategy that can be incorporated for the ISPI AGV system.  
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6 SIMULATION MODEL 
 
 
A Container Terminal can have various equipments and configurations depending 

on the needs and capacity as mentioned earlier. However, in this thesis we are 
primarily focused on Container Terminals with an incorporated AGV system. In this 
chapter our simulation model is presented. Modelled entities and selected dispatching 
strategies are explained together with assumptions that have been made. 

6.1 Entities at a Container Terminal 
In Image 6, a visualization of our simulation model is given. Our model contains 

of a couple of active entities (agents) and non-active entities that are used for 
unloading a ship. In the following subsections, descriptive texts revolving the different 
entities are included.    

 

 
Image 6: Entities at AGV container terminal [20] 

As seen from the Image 6 the following entities are included into the simulation 
model: 

Active entities   
• Quay-Crane 
• AGV 
• Stacking-Crane 

Non- active entities  
• Ship (Job list) 
• Cassette  
• Yard 
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The entities in the model are created with the objectives of having the same 
capabilities and attributes as in a live Container Terminal. However, a few 
assumptions had to be made for simplistic reasons. One of those is that the ship has 
been replaced by a job list which contains all the unloading jobs that are scheduled 
with the needed data. The second assumption regarding the job list was that the jobs 
are equally divided to the QCs, and considerations of the capacity of the stacking areas 
have already been taking care of. Hence, a stacking area can therefore never be full. 

Another assumption that has been made in the simulation model, is that the 
cassettes are already been placed out before a simulation starts. The maximum number 
of cassettes that can be used in a simulation is based on the buffer size on both QC and 
SC because the placement is modelled to fill all the QCs buffers and then place 
cassettes in SC buffers. However, a simplistic rule has been added for avoiding 
deadlocks which says that only fill up half the SC buffer, and then discard any other 
cassettes. In other words, we have not modelled any cassette pools where the 
remaining cassettes are placed for future needs. 

6.1.1 Job List  
In our model the job list has replaced the real entities ship(s) and containers; this 

means that the job list could represent any number of ships within reasonable 
limitations. The construction of the job list has been done with the help from actual 
statistics of the port in Felixstowe which they kindly have shared with us. Through 
closely studying those statistics with the help of an expert in the area, a reasonable 
accurate job list was made.  

In this study, we have modelled 6’960 jobs in our job list which is about 12’000 
containers, this could be compared to the latest post panamax container ship 
constructed by MÆRSK. A job in the job list consists of several attributes such as an 
identifier that can be used to track a specific job, a QC id that will show from which 
QC the job will be available at, SC id which will tell us the jobs destination in the yard 
and finally how many containers (both twenty footers and forty footers) a specific job 
consists of.  

An unloading job in live Container Terminal would not consist of more then one 
container, in our case we have modelled our jobs to consist of up to three containers. 
This may or may not still be the case for an actual job for an IPSI AGV terminal, 
because it is dependent on other management areas such as stowage planning. 
However, the usage of cassettes makes this feature with multiple containers included 
in one job possible, and therefore is it included in our model. Even though a job can 
consist of multiple containers, the cranes (QC and SC) are modelled just to take one 
container at the time, which makes a job that consists of two containers twice as long 
to perform for a crane, if we are not considering interruptions. 

6.1.2 Quay-Crane 
The QCs are modelled as active entities that are always working with maximum 

operating speed, and a fixed throughput which means how many containers it can 
move per hour. However, in the model we have weighed in factors such as the fact that 
humans are operating the QCs where the operators’ experiences have a great impact on 
the throughput and other unforeseen events [23].The unforeseen events are 
conceptualized with interruptions in our model. These interruptions are modelled as 
random number of events with the time as a percentage of the service time for a 
specific job, which together with the fixed throughput an actual service time can be 
calculated. This will make our simulation more reliable, and trustworthy.  

In the simulation model a buffer is also include for every QC. The buffer size can 
vary in the simulation model, but without an empty cassette the QC cannot unload a 
job from the ship. 
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6.1.3 AGV 
The AGV is the second active entity found in our simulation model, as mentioned 

previously, the IPSI AGVs have three operating speeds depending on the weight it 
carries. In our model the AGVs will use the same speeds as from the specifications. 
Something that was not clear in the specifications was if the AGVs were able to operate 
at maximum speed when only carrying an empty cassette, therefore an assumption was 
made that they can operate at maximum speed when transporting an empty cassette.  

Another simplification regarding the AGVs was the exclusion of the breaking and 
acceleration aspects when calculating the time for travel a certain distance at the Yard. 
The two main reasons why it was excluded is that is highly dependent on weather 
conditions such as rain, snow, ice and wind. The second reason is the increased 
complexity it brings to the model, and far as this study is concerned the main focus 
point is on dispatching strategies, and therefore have this aspect little affect on the 
outcome when compare the different dispatching strategies. 

In a similar way as for the QCs, interruptions are also modelled for the AGVs with 
the percentage of service time add to the actual service time. Another thing that is 
worth mentioning is that the life-cycle and behaviour of the AGV various dependent on 
the dispatching strategy which will be more discussed in a future section. 

6.1.4 Stacking-Cranes 
SCs are basically modelled the same way as the QCs with the difference of that 

they are stacking containers instead of unloading from ship.  
As the AGVs are required to bring back cassettes from the buffer at the SCs during 

its life cycle, the strategy of choosing the SC with the highest number of empty 
cassettes in its buffer has been chosen. This strategy will avoid deadlocks, and keep 
the distribution of cassettes fairly equal at the stacking area. Another important 
assumption that was included in our simulation model is that cassettes that do not fit 
into any QC buffer will simply be placed at the SCs buffers.  

6.1.5 Cassette 
The cassettes are modelled just as an entity without a life cycle. A cassette is used 

for the AGVs in order to move containers from one crane to another. Cassettes are 
placed in the cranes (QC and SC) buffers, in order to reduce waiting times for both the 
AGVs and cranes. Every Job has a cassette with a certain weight dependent on number 
of containers that are placed on the cassette.  

6.1.6 Yard 
In the illustration (Image 6) the whole Yard is visualized, this is basically how an 

AGV terminal can be constructed. Notice that the stacking areas are turned 90 degrees 
in relation to the ship, which is almost like a trademark of a Container Terminal with 
AGVs, while Container Terminals without AGVs often have the stacking areas parallel 
with the ships. In addition to that, a few distances have been identified as seen in the 
same picture which will give our simulation model the needed distances to calculate 
AGV travel time. We have also considered the flow path layout as the following in our 
model: 
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Figure 2: Illustration of the paths between QC and SC 

The path layout in our model is bidirectional and AGVs are allowed to travel at any 
direction. However, as seen in the picture above a SC will generate a path over to the 
QC side, and those paths are the only ones that are allowed for the AGVs to travel on. 
So AGVs are not allowed to drive at the Yard in a diagonal direction  
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6.2 Dispatching 
In this section, UML diagrams of our constructed strategies are presented together 

with a description of how the strategy is tended to work. All the models are based upon 
on one dispatching lifecycle, but have different basis for the selection.  

6.2.1 The Greedy Model 
 

 
   Figure 3: Conceptual model of the Greedy model 

In figure 3, job X has been created by a QC, and the AGVs are asked for cost 
estimations for that job. When all AGVs have replied with estimations, the AGV with 
the lowest cost estimation gets assigned to job X. Finally the AGV that got job X 
assigned to it will execute that job when it is free. 

As described earlier the Greedy methods purpose is to give the job to the one that 
has the lowest cost and we have here shown that this is exactly what our model is 
doing. 
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6.2.2 The Greedy with Look-Ahead Model 
 

 
Figure 4: Conceptual model of the Greedy with Look-Ahead 

The Greedy look-ahead has basic the same strategy as the normal Greedy model, 
but with the difference of that the Greedy look-ahead extends the goal over several 
jobs. The Greedy look-ahead strategy will first determine the number of jobs that will 
be included in the job sequence X based upon the looking forward parameter.  

Further, when job sequence X is completed, it will generate all constellations 
between AGVs and the jobs consisted in job sequence X. After that it will calculate the 
cost of the first constellation, and then it will check if there are any more constellations 
that have not been calculated. If there are more constellations, it continues to calculate 
the cost for the next constellation and compare the cost with the previous one. The 
highest cost constellation will be discarded. This flow of events will be repeated until 
every constellation has been calculated and compared.  

When all constellations been calculated, the AGVs according to that lowest cost 
constellation will be assigned to the regarding jobs. Finally the AGVs will then start 
executing the first job in their own job list.  
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6.2.3 The Inventory Model 
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Figure 5: Conceptual of the Inventory model 

The way we have constructed the Inventory method for the IPSI AGV system is 
that when an AGV needs a new job, it will first check if it is located at a SC or a QC. In 
the case where the AGV is located at a QC, it will check if there are any unsigned jobs 
that are available at any of the QCs, and if so the AGV gets dispatched to that job.  

However, if there are not any available jobs at any QC, it will check for a job on 
the SC side with the same procedure. Again, if there are no available jobs, it will check 
for the highest inventory level at the QCs, if an inventory level is higher than zero it 
will go to the one with the highest value and then wait. But if all inventory levels are 
zero on all QCs, it will repeat the same procedure on the inventory levels of all SCs 
and move to the one with the highest inventory level and wait for a job. 
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7 THE AGV SIMULATOR 
 
 
In this section an extensive explanation of the created simulator is included, and 

how the core functionality is implemented for credibility reasons. Because of the 
volume of code the complete source can be found at this thesis website [21]. 

7.1 Overview 
In order to implement the agents and entities presented in the simulation model, 

the object-oriented programming language Java has been used together with packages 
from the open-source simulation framework DESMO-J (Discrete-Event Simulation 
and Modelling in Java) [17].  

DESMO-J is developed by the University of Hamburg, and is targeted for discrete 
event modeling and simulation with additional white box functionality that enables the 
modeler to create model-specific entities with active behavior. Due to the variety of 
features that DESMO-J offers, a process-oriented implementation was selected mainly 
because that processes within DESMO-J are “conceptually active entities which 
package both properties and behavior”[24]. Every active entity or process within 
DESMO-J has its own life-cycle which describes its behavior; data structures that are 
include in the process are declared as properties. According to Henesey [18] who 
argues that the behavior of an activity entity with in DESMO-J is a close replication of 
a real world scenario, and therefore is a suited approach for this implementation.    

7.2 Functionality and Implementation of the AGV 
Simulator  

 
 Figure 6: UML diagram of the simulator 

As seen in the above UML diagram, the simulator has two main abstract classes 
that extend SimProcess from DESMO-J namely Crane and AGV. These two classes are 
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including the basic data structures and methods (activities) that are needed for its 
children (the different types of AGVs, SC and QC). YardController which extends 
Model from the DESMO-J works like a singleton, and is responsible for initializing 
the simulation with creating the different active and non-active entities that are 
included in a simulation. It is also responsible for the communication between the 
different entities during a simulation, which also includes dispatching of the AGVs 
which we will go into more detail in further sections in this chapter.  

Both the SC and QC have its own life cycles which are quite similar, the QCs life 
cycle are illustrated in appendix A. If we start with the QC it will check its buffer for 
any empty cassettes, and ask the YardController for the next job. If the QC receives a 
job and has an empty cassette, it will start unload the job from the ship. This activity is 
implemented in the simulator with the hold function that DEMSO-J provides. For how 
long a QC holds is determine by the job specification and parameters such as QC 
throughput and interruption which are set by the user before a simulation. However, 
one time unit in the simulator represents one second in real time. When the unloading 
of the job is done, it will notify the YardController that the job is done, which will 
depending on the dispatching strategy be assigned to an AGV. YardController will also 
check whether the QC needs more cassettes, and if so creates a returning cassette job 
to that specific QC. The QC will continue unloading jobs from the ship until it has no 
more empty cassettes, and then passivates which is a undetermined hold state where 
the QC waits until it receives a notification from the YardController that a new empty 
cassette has been delivered. This life cycle will continue on until all the jobs have been 
unloaded from the ship. If we take a closer look at the SC which have a very similar 
lifecycle as the QC, but with the difference of that it only stack containers when it 
receives notification from the YardController that a job has been delivered by an AGV, 
and is ready for stacking.  

The third and last active entity is AGV, but dependent on dispatching strategy it 
differs in its life cycle which we will discuss more in further sections in this chapter. 
Other entities that are included in the simulator are cassette and job. These two are 
typically non-active entities with no lifecycles, and with the purpose of storing and 
receiving data. The simulator has a few more classes such as a database class and user 
interface class, but these classes has no importance when it comes to the core 
functionality of the simulator, and therefore no further description will be given.  

7.2.1 The Greedy Algorithm 
As mentioned above the simulator has different types of AGVs depending on the 

dispatching strategy. One of these types is the GreedyAGV which has incorporated a 
simple greedy based strategy for dispatching. 

As the code snippet shows in appendix A the AGV strictly follows its job list with 
a FIFO (First In First Out) strategy, and does not consider any due times or any 
priority when selecting a job. The GreedyAGV is also responsible for calculating the 
cost for a future job with adding already the existing ones in order to give out an 
estimation of when future job can be done 

The assignment of jobs as seen in appendix A is quite straightforward, the 
YardController ask all the GreedyAGVs for a cost estimation when a job can be 
completed. As mentioned above the GreedyAGV will base its estimation on cost 
estimations on all the jobs in its job list plus the new one. Based on those estimations 
the YardController will strictly assigned jobs to the AGV with lowest cost estimation 
of completion time for that specific job. Another thing that is worth mentioning is that 
a job with the greedy approach only gets dispatched when it’s ready for dispatching. 
So if there are no jobs at a cretin time a GreedyAGV will simple hold at the current 
location until it receives a job from the YardController. 
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7.2.2 The Greedy with Look-Ahead Algorithm 
The basic concept of the Greedy look-ahead algorithm is to improve the simplistic 

heuristic that the normal greedy algorithm uses, with the aspect of using combinations 
of jobs in order to select which AGVs that are the best for a set of specific jobs. During 
the implementation of this algorithm, we discovered a couple of aspects that lead to 
serious problems which lead to two versions of the look a head dispatching algorithm. 
The main problem with implementing this algorithm in our view is the fact that the 
usage of cassettes brings a lot more complexity to the domain than comparing to old 
AGV systems without cassettes. Due to the fact of return cassettes jobs which will be 
created during the simulation with specifications that are dependent on variables such 
as when another job is done, how many cassettes that is available at a certain time and 
so on.  

Another factor that needs to be mentioned is that with the introduction of 
interruption combining that with the complexity of adding the cassette feature, it is 
impossible to create a combination of future jobs that are accurate, because without 
good estimations on service times on jobs, return cassette jobs will be created at 
uncertain points with uncertain specifications. For instance if you have two QCs in the 
simulation, and at one SC you have an empty cassette that is ready to be placed in any 
QC buffer. Which QC that is getting that empty cassette is uncertain if you cannot 
accurately estimate which of them that is getting an empty position in the buffer first. 
Obviously, one solution to this problem might be to assign cassettes to a specific QC, 
and when a cassette is getting empty it should always return to its assigned QC buffer. 
However, in this simulator the cassettes can be used by any QC buffer and are not 
assigned to specific QC. It is quite obvious that this approach gives more flexibility 
into the handling of cassettes.  

During the implementation, we implemented two alternatives to solve the problem 
with unknown return cassette jobs without compromising on the usage of 
combinations. Both our solutions used similar strategy as the Greedy, but in one of the 
alternatives, dispatching also occurred on unready jobs which gave the LookAGVs the 
capability of driving to a crane before a job is ready. However, this method excluded 
the unknown return cassette jobs when it is creating combinations of future jobs. The 
second solution that was implemented was a similar dispatching approach as described 
for the GreedyAGV, but with the difference of adding future QC jobs that is certain 
together with the job that is up for dispatching, and creating the different 
combinations. From the best combination from a time standpoint the AGV that was 
assigned to that specific job was dispatched. The advantage to this solution was that 
jobs were dispatched at relatively updated states, and the dispatching strategy was not 
so sensitive for delays, but the downside was that the AGVs were not predetermining 
for jobs, and therefore have not the ability to at forehand drive to a crane before a job 
is ready. The results from both our alternatives were somewhat unconvincing which 
we will elaborate more about in future chapters.  

The life-cycles from our two alternatives, the second one is very similar to the 
normal GreedyAGVs, and the first one is somewhat closer linked to the InvAGV that 
are presented in the next section. The calculation and creation of combinations which 
is done in YardController can be viewed in the code snippet in appendix A. Both 
alternatives are using basically the same algorithm, with the difference of that in the 
second alternative just the job that is up for dispatching is actually dispatched.  

Looking more closely at the look a head algorithm showed above, the first thing 
that happens is that the jobs are sorted by estimated due times. When that is taking care 
of, and when the right number of job has been selected based upon the looking forward 
factor meaning how many jobs that the algorithm will look-ahead at. The 
YardController will then ask all the LookAGVs for its initial cost meaning when it is 
free and ready for taking a new job. When that has been finalized a Variator(class that 
creates combinations) will construct every possible dispatching combination for those 
jobs, and the YardController will calculate based upon the AGV estimation calculation 
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the cost of every combination, and compare it with the goal of finding the best 
combination with the lowest time cost. The final thing that happens in the algorithm is 
that the AGVs get dispatched or in alternative two an AGV gets dispatched for the 
specific job.   

7.2.3 The Inventory Algorithm  
The Inventory algorithm is the only one in this thesis that are not using any due 

times or job estimation to determine which job that are getting assigned to which AGV. 
The main purpose of the inventory algorithm is to always be located at the most 
needed crane meaning the crane with the highest inventory level. The inventory 
approach earlier described in this thesis from the article [14] is basing their inventory 
levels on last AGV service time. Due to the fact that this method was created for AGV 
systems without cassette, we have based our inventory levels upon the number of 
cassettes in buffer. 

Looking at the lifecycle of the InvAGV, the procedure is to ask the YardController 
of which Crane that has the highest inventory level based upon where the current 
position is at. The InvAGV will then drive to that returned crane and check whether 
there are any Jobs at that crane at this moment. If there is no job the InvAGV will 
simple hold for undetermined period of time, and is only reactivated when a new job is 
created from that crane.    

As mentioned above the inventory levels are based upon the number of cassettes 
located in the cranes buffer. However, looking at the algorithm which is placed in 
appendix A, a few more things is added into the algorithm in order to work in a 
sufficient way. First of the number of AGVs at one crane will never exceed the number 
of cassettes in the buffer. Second if a Job is already ready for dispatching there is no 
need for InvAGV to determine all the cranes inventory level, it will simply drive to the 
Crane that initiated the first job in the job list. However, the dispatching strategy takes 
no consideration in job estimations of the AGV, and it simple assign jobs on first come 
first served basis. 

7.2.4 Hybrid between Greedy and Inventory 
During the implementation of the different dispatching algorithms, an idea of a 

new dispatching strategy emerged. The idea was to combine the Greedy based 
algorithm with the Inventory, which will give the capabilities to the AGV to both 
estimate the cost of a future job, and still consider inventory levels before a job is 
ready for dispatching. 

Because of the similarities between previously mentioned algorithms, the lifecycle 
and the algorithm will not be presented. In addition to that, no model has been created 
for it. However, it should be mentioned that because of the time constraints this 
algorithm was not completely tested in order to optimize it, and therefore could it be 
interesting to further study this concept before it is completely discard. 
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8 V&V  
 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to validate the simulation model and verify the 

created simulator in order to test its functionality. Firstly, validation can be describes 
as too which extent a simulation model is an accurate representation of a real system 
[11]. Our validation process of our model has followed the suggestions that were made 
by Law and Kelton [11]. There has been several sensitivity analysis conducted and 
several scenarios with various input data have been calculated and compared to the 
results from the simulator. 

The various input parameters such as crane (QC and SC) throughput, buffer size 
and different yard distances are the values that have been tested in order to validate the 
model. The results from those tests were consistent with spreadsheets calculations 
which were conducted at an earlier stage.  In addition to that, observations were 
preformed at a Container Terminal as well as literature and technical specifications of 
equipment were used. Finally a face validation was conducted on the input values by 
an expert in the area of Container Terminal who confirmed the input values as 
creditable. 

8.1 Calculating the Distance 
This base case will consist of one AGV, one QC, one SC and only one cassette 

with one job. The purpose is to calculate the total travel time of the AGV. In figure 7, a 
drawing is illustrated on the path that the AGV should be moving on in the simulator to 
be able to complete the job. The figures 1-3 are referring to positions in the scenario 
below. 

2 20m

40m

1 20m 50m 20m 3  
Figure 7: Path of how the AGV moves on the yard 

The scenario: 

1. This is the AGV’s starting position. 

2. The QC’s position, which is the pick up point for the job.  

3. The SC’s position, which is the drop off point for the job. 

Scenario description: 
When the AGV gets dispatched for a job, it needs to move out of its initial waiting 

area, which is the 20 meters at point #1. After that it moves up to the QC buffer, which 
adds 40 meters to the total distance travelled. Further, the AGV also needs to move into 
the QC buffer at point #2, which is another 20 meters.  

Moreover, the AGV then picks up the cassette with the containers on, and starts to 
move to point #3. To get there it needs to get out of the buffer area so again 20 meters, 
move down the 40 meters and finally travel another 50 meters across the yard to reach 
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the buffer of the SC. The final distance to add is the SCs buffer length which is also 
another 20 meters. This scenario for one job can be calculated as in table 5.  

Distance for one job
Distance to the Pickup: 20 + 40 + 20 = 80
Distance from the pickup
 point to drop-off point: 20 + 40 + 50 + 20 = 130
Total distance: 80 + 130 = 210  

Table 5: Calculation of the distance for one job 
 

The 1st job
Distance to the Pickup: 20 + 40 + 20 = 80
Distance from the pickup  
point to drop-off point: 20 + 40 + 50 + 20 = 130
Distance from SC to QC 20 + 40 + 50 + 20 = 130
The 2nd to 8th job
Distance from a QC to a SC
and then back to the QC: 20 + 40 + 50 + 20 + 20 + 40 + 20 = 260
The 10th job
Distance from the QC to
the drop off point at the SC: 20 + 40 + 50 + 20 + 20 = 130
Total distance: 80 + 130 + 130 + 260 * 8 + 130 = 2550  

Table 6: Calculation of the distance for 10 jobs 

The same scenario is used in another calculation which includes ten jobs and two 
cassettes. This calculation can be found in table 6. As seen from the table the distance 
that the AGV are traveling for these jobs are 2550, which are confirming our results 
from the simulator when using the same scenario. 

8.2 Calculating Crane Service Time 
When conducting this calculation, it will be without any interruptions to remove 

the random number that can not be pre-calculated. We have set the Crane operating 
speed (throughput) to 40 containers an hour, which will give the following relation for 
unloading one container seen in table 7. A scenario that is including 10 jobs, a crane 
should need 900 seconds in order to unload all the containers.  

Crane service time for 10 jobs
The time for 1 container: 3600 / 40 = 90
The time for 1 container: 90 * 10 = 900
Total time for 10 containers: 900  

Table 7: Calculation of the service time of a QC for 10 jobs 
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9 SIMULATION APPROACH 
 
 
In this section, the design of the experiment will be presented. Different 

configurations have been run on the four tested dispatching algorithms, in order to 
compare its efficiency. The following parameters that are set for the simulation 
experiment are mainly based on information from technical specifications and from 
experts within the domain [13, 18, 22, 23].  

Yard parameters: 
• Number of jobs:         6960 
• Number of containers:        12480 containers 
• Yard width:           50 meters 
• Buffer width:          20 meters 

AGV parameters: 
• AGV speed without any load:     12,5 m/s  
• AGV speed with half full load:     11,1 m/s 
• AGV speed with maximum load:     8,3 m/s 
• AGV raising and lowering delay:    15 seconds 

QC parameters: 
• Number of QCs:         6 
• QCs throughput:         40 / 3600 seconds 
• QCs buffer size:          6 

SC parameters: 
• Number of SCs:          12 
• SCs throughput:          40 / 3600 seconds 
• SCs buffer size:          8 

Container combinations: 
• 2x40 ft:            68% 
• 1x40 ft  + 1x20 ft:         4%  
• 3x20 ft:            6% 
• 2x20 ft:            8% 
• 1x40 ft:            12% 
• 1x20 ft:            2% 

Other: 
• Range of looking forward:      5 

In addition to these parameters, the simulations will be using different 
configurations on the number of AGVs and cassettes. However, due to the variety of 
the number of AGVs in combination with the number of cassettes, our approach 
included test runs to determine which configurations that were of any interest. These 
test simulations were run with no interruptions and the following configurations were 
tested as seen in table 8. 
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Number of AGVs 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18

Number of Cassettes 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42

Total number of runs: 112  
Table 8: Constellations of AGVs and cassettes 

Our test simulations, started off with only three AGVs in order to get indications on 
whether less number of AGVs then QC could be sufficient. The purpose of using less 
AGVs and more cassettes is that the cost of one cassette compared to an AGV is 
negligible. However, the maximum number of cassettes in our simulation model is 
restricted by the relation between the number of QC and SC and their buffer sizes as 
previously mentioned.  

Further, the numbers of cassettes in the test runs are exponentially increased by the 
number of QCs based upon the fact that a QC needs at least one cassette to be able to 
unload. The highlighted combinations in table 9 had zero or close to zero waiting time 
on the QCs based on the three dispatching strategies. 

Number of AGVs 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18

Number of Cassettes 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30
36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42

 
Table 9: Combinations with interesting results 

A conclusion from the test runs was that it is not needed to run all those 
simulations nor feasible because it should have taken too long to perform. Therefore, 
only a few combinations showed in table 10 were selected. The selection of the 
number of AGVs was based on the same amount of AGVs as QCs, with and increasing 
rate of four in order to obtain an even span between 6 and 18 AGVs. Moreover, the 
amount of cassettes that were chose as mentioned above were mainly based on 
indications from the test runs. This resulted in 12(4x3) different constellations between 
AGVs and cassettes for each algorithm, a total of 48(12x4) different sets of 
simulations. 

Number of AGVs
6 10 14 18

Number 18 18 18 18
of 36 36 36 36

Cassettes 42 42 42 42  
Table 10: Selected constellations of AGVs and cassettes 

Each of the 48 sets was selected to be run ten times for confidence mainly because 
that was feasible for our time constraints. The data analysis that was made on the 
results can be found in the Appendix B.  
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Moreover, the simulations were run with a fixed set of interruption frequency. The 
impacts of the interruptions in the simulations are presented below in the form of 
percentage. The length of the interruption is a random percentage between the intervals 
shown below, and the percentage is based on the length of the job it’s self.  

• Interruption rate on AGVs:          30%,  
• Interruption length of the job preformed by AGVs:   100-200% 
• Interruption rate on QCs:           10%, 
• Interruption length of the job preformed by QCs:   10-50% 
• Interruption rate on SCs:           10%, 
• Interruption length of the job preformed by SCs:   10-50% 

All of the percentages are assumptions of how it can be at a container terminal. For 
an example 30% of the AGVs will be interrupted with 100-200% of a job’s normal 
duration, this will represent rerouting and queues in the Yard. The cranes (QC and SC) 
will have a 10% rate with the length of 10-50% of a job’s normal duration which will 
represent unexpected events for the cranes.   
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10 SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
 
Previous chapter showed which parameters and configurations that were used in 

the simulation experiment. In this chapter, the results obtained from the experiment are 
presented. Different standpoints such as time and distances are used for evaluating our 
findings. However, in order to calculate the cost of different scenarios, cost 
specifications for the different entities must be set. Henesey has in one of his latest 
articles [18] calculated and identified the hourly operating costs revolving entities in a 
Container Terminal which are presented in table 11 together with a calculation of the 
delay cost of 8000 TEU container ship. 

Delay costs of an 8000 TEU ship (per day) Operating costs (per hour)

Capital cost of vessel 28 526,00$             QC 122,30$        
Daily operating cost 41 411,00$             IPSI AGV 5,27$            
Daily cost of containers 28 147,00$             
Cargo inventory 42 082,00$             
Total 140 166,00$            

Table 11: Costs connecting to a Container Terminal (the operating costs are including fuel, 
depreciation and maintenance). [18] 

In the following sections, graphs and textual description are presented from the 
experiment. These results are then analyzed in the following section regarding costs 
and overall performance. Because of AGVs are working as the middle tier between 
QCs and SCs the performance of the AGVs are very much connected to overall results 
which are shown in the results below. 

10.1 Results 
The total simulation time is the overall time for all of the entities to complete a 

scenario. It is also the most important result from a simulation, because it will reveal 
the ship turnaround time that can be achieved. In order to decrease the turnaround time 
for a ship, it is necessary to look further into the different entities and their 
performance. However, the first results that are presented in figure 12 are the total 
unloading times. 

10.1.1 Total Unloading Time 
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Graph 1: Total unloading time with different constellations 
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The dispatching algorithms in the table 12 regarding the total unloading time 
shows the same tendencies namely, that to handle this amount of containers requires at 
least 6 AGVs and 36 cassettes or in Inventory’s case 10 AGVs and 42 cassettes. Adding 
more than 10 AGVs or more cassettes has not any appreciable affect on the total 
unloading time which is showed in graph 1. The anomaly in the Inventory algorithm is 
due to the algorithm it self, meaning that the AGVs have a tendency to not drive to the 
“right” crane, which resulting in that QCs have to wait to be served.  

Unloading time (s)
AGVs-Cassettes Greedy Greedy Look-Ahead Inventory Hybrid

6-18 262673 260090 306054 265018
10-18 256352 254295 280603 260677
14-18 254789 251942 266469 259268
18-18 253306 251613 254235 259223
6-36 199982 200009 242231 200481
10-36 200039 199771 203067 199965
14-36 199724 199807 200541 199720
18-36 199675 199823 200242 199918
6-42 199921 199268 239816 199389
10-42 199681 199781 199804 199835
14-42 199657 199670 199736 199859
18-42 199669 199928 199733 199555  

Table 12 Total unloading time with different constellations 

10.1.2 Total Quay-Crane Waiting Time 
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Graph 2: Total waiting times of QC with different constellations 

The QCs waiting time are only affected slightly by an increased number of AGVs 
with 18 cassettes when concerning the Greedy, Greedy look-ahead and the Hybrid 
(Table 13 and Graph 2). In look-ahead and the as showed both in table 13 and graph 2. 
When it came to the Inventory algorithm, increasing the number of AGVs showed a 
greater reduction of the waiting times compared to the other algorithms. However, a 
common factor for all the algorithms was that an increased number of cassettes had a 
greater impact in reducing the waiting times for the QC as seen both in table 13 and 
graph 2. 
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QC waiting time (s)
AGVs-Cassettes Greedy Greedy Look-Ahead Inventory Hybrid

6-18 59919 58275 102376 62783
10-18 54012 52265 76347 58376
14-18 52010 49757 63577 57374
18-18 51923 48584 51539 56628
6-36 490 477 39096 686
10-36 126 146 2669 222
14-36 104 75 944 196
18-36 105 80 460 163
6-42 1 3 36455 6
10-42 1 0 228 0
14-42 0 2 21 1
18-42 1 0 9 0  

Table 13: Total waiting times of QC with different constellations  

 

10.1.3 Total AGV Distance 
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Graph 3: Total distance of the AGVs with different constellations  

When it comes to the average distance an AGV moves during the simulation is 
decreasing along with the increasing number of AGVs in the simulation. This tendency 
is the same for all of the tested algorithms, but in various magnitudes as seen in both 
table 14 and graph 3. This gives indications on that more AGVs will give a higher 
chance of that the AGV that are selected for a job, has a shorter distance as there are 
more AGVs.  

 
AGV distance (m)

AGVs-Cassettes Greedy Greedy Look-Ahead Inventory Hybrid
6-18 625297 622847 876155 761777
6-36 662829 663737 917192 720175
6-42 659462 658887 924035 716535
10-18 314906 302320 489796 435843
10-36 329389 320287 526357 441645
10-42 324614 314623 520746 439292
14-18 209037 190452 306321 306671
14-36 215930 202550 351281 310068
14-42 213587 199149 344841 307279
18-18 158014 139547 164287 236173
18-36 162189 147148 249194 238469
18-42 160887 144760 236545 237993  

Table 14:  Total distance of the AGVs with different constellations 
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10.1.4 Total AGV Service Time 
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Graph 4: Total service time in all of the AGVs with different constellations tested algorithms. 

 
The results from table 15 are having the same tendencies as the one of total AGV 

distance. Graph 3 as seen is extremely similar to Graph 4 the total distance that the 
AGVs have travelled. Therefore, can the same conclusions be made here; increasing 
numbers of AGVs have a great impact in lowering the service times.  

 
AGV SERVICE TIME (s)

AGVs-Cassettes Greedy Greedy Look-Ahead Inventory Hybrid
6-18 177334 176719 216530 198907
6-36 182063 182536 222603 191290
6-42 181467 181285 223883 190837
10-18 96611 94532 124601 116518
10-36 99062 97614 130406 117323
10-42 98064 96531 129478 116773
14-18 66128 62892 81936 82470
14-36 67398 65110 89275 82968
14-42 66888 64468 88146 82664
18-18 50647 47254 51408 63728
18-36 51342 48733 65556 64177
18-42 51074 48345 63483 63986  

Table 15: Total service time of the AGVs 

10.1.5 Total AGV Waiting Time 
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Diagram 1: Total AGV waiting time with different constellations  
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Through looking closer at table 16 and diagram 1, it can be concluded that there 
will be more waiting time if there are a low number of cassettes. Further, the total AGV 
waiting time is at its peak for every simulation with only 18 cassettes regardless of the 
type of dispatching algorithm that was used, and it is also increasing slightly when the 
number of AGVs increases. 

AGVs waiting time (s)
AGVs-Cassettes Greedy dy Look-A Inventory Hybrid

6-18 85339 83372 89524 66111
6-36 17919 17474 19627 9191
6-42 18454 18301 15933 8552
10-18 159741 159763 156002 144159
10-36 100977 102157 72661 82642
10-42 101617 102738 70326 83062
14-18 188661 189050 184534 176798
14-36 132326 134698 111266 116752
14-42 132769 135313 111382 117195
18-18 202660 204360 202827 195495
18-36 148333 151090 134687 135741
18-42 148595 151583 136250 135570  

Table 16: Total AGV waiting time with different constellations 

10.2 Analyzing the Results 
Taking a closer look at the results concerning the total unloading time, it is quite 

obvious that the number of cassettes has a great impact of the duration of the 
unloading process, and looking from only this perspective the number of AGVs do not 
have any significant impact on duration of the unloading compared to the impact 
which the cassettes have. 

However, comparing the dispatching strategies varieties exists, but between all the 
three greedy based algorithms it is similar results, but when it comes to inventory it 
clear shows that the unloading time will be increased with a low amount of AGVs. As 
previously mentioned this is probably due to the low amount of AGVs, where the 
AGVs are driving to the “wrong” crane meaning they are driving to the crane with 
highest inventory level, but several cranes are done with jobs before that one which 
create delays in the terminal. 

Moreover, in previous section both the graph of the unloading time and the QC 
waiting time for the inventory algorithm showed an anomaly with 6 AGVs and 42 
cassettes. With that being said, it is also due to the aspect of AGVs are driving to the 
“wrong” crane. That analysis is further strengthened when looking at the graph (3) 
regarding the average distance that the AGVs have travelled, and the AGV service time. 
From those results and along with the other two graphs, one could argue that the 
reason of the delays is due to the poor selection of which crane that the AGV should 
drive towards when it comes to the Inventory algorithm.  

Another aspect that the results suggests is that the optimal number of AGVs is not 
necessary the highest amount of AGVs, meaning that similar results could be obtained 
with less AGVs and more cassettes. This will also reduce the operational costs of the 
Container Terminal as seen in table 17 and graph 5.  
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Graph 5: AGV and cassette constellation cost 

AGV and Cassette constellation cost 
AGVs-Cassettes Greedy G.Look-Ahead Inventory Hybrid

6-18 2 307$                  2 284$             2 688$            2 328$          
6-36 1 757$                  1 757$             2 128$            1 761$          
6-42 1 756$                  1 750$             2 106$            1 751$          

10-18 3 753$                  3 723$             4 108$            3 816$          
10-36 2 928$                  2 924$             2 973$            2 927$          
10-42 2 923$                  2 925$             2 925$            2 925$          
14-18 5 222$                  5 163$             5 461$            5 314$          
14-36 4 093$                  4 095$             4 110$            4 093$          
14-42 4 092$                  5 261$             4 093$            4 096$          
18-18 6 675$                  6 630$             6 699$            6 831$          
18-36 5 261$                  5 265$             5 276$            5 268$          
18-42 5 261$                  5 268$             5 263$            5 258$           

Table 17: AGV and cassette constellation cost 

Further, adding the delay cost for a ship seen in table 18 which is based upon the 
amount of time that exceeds the optimal turnaround time (QC waiting time).  

According to the results in table 18 and diagram 2 the delay cost of all algorithms 
except Inventory had a negligible difference of the delay cost independent of the 
amount of AGVs as long as the number cassettes were at least 36. Therefore, adding 
more AGVs may not be the best choice, but rather increase the number of cassettes 
which would increase the productivity and eliminate any additional cost that more 
AGVs would bring. 
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Diagram 2:  Ship delay cost 

Ship delay cost
AGVs-Cassettes Greedy G. Look-Ahead Inventory Hybrid

6-18 97 207$              94 540$            166 084$      101 853$      
6-36 795$                  774$                 63 425$        1 112$          
6-42 2$                      5$                     59 141$        9$                 

10-18 87 624$              84 789$            123 858$      94 702$        
10-36 204$                  237$                 4 330$          360$             
10-42 2$                      0$                     370$             0$                 
14-18 84 375$              80 720$            103 140$      93 077$        
14-36 169$                  121$                 1 531$          319$             
14-42 0$                      3$                     35$               1$                 
18-18 84 234$              78 817$            83 612$        91 867$        
18-36 170$                  129$                 746$             265$             
18-42 2$                      0$                     15$               1$                  

Table 18: Ship delay cost 

The results reveal also that by increasing the number of cassettes from 18 to 36 
could save around $100,000 just by reducing the penalty fees of delays. By reducing 
the turnaround time, we also reduce the cost of the QC as they will be finished sooner 
and thereby get a higher utilization and lower operating cost of the QCs (see table 19 
and diagram 3). 
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Diagram 3:  Cost of the QCs 
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Cost for the QCs
AGVs-Cassettes Greedy G. Look-Ahead Inventory Hybrid

6-18 8 923$                 8 835$            10 396$          9 003$           
6-36 6 793$                 6 794$            8 228$            6 787$           
6-42 6 791$                 6 769$            8 146$            6 773$           

10-18 8 708$                 8 638$            9 532$            6 872$           
10-36 6 795$                 6 786$            6 898$            6 785$           
10-42 6 783$                 6 786$            6 787$            6 788$           
14-18 8 655$                 8 558$            9 052$            6 858$           
14-36 6 784$                 6 787$            6 812$            6 778$           
14-42 6 782$                 6 783$            6 785$            6 789$           
18-18 8 605$                 8 547$            8 636$            6 882$           
18-36 6 783$                 6 788$            6 802$            6 786$           
18-42 6 783$                 6 791$            6 785$            6 779$           

 

Table 19: Cost of the QCs 

The table 19 also showed that just by adding more AGVs and cassettes will not 
automatically resolve in reduced delay time. This is where a simulator such as ours can 
help port management to find the most beneficial constellation between the port 
equipment and future academic research in this new area. 
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11 DISCUSSION 
 
 
In this chapter, we will elaborate upon our findings from previous chapters. Firstly, 

as showed from the simulation results, all four algorithms’ performance is much 
dependent on the number of cassettes that are being used. The number of AGVs is also 
affecting the performance, but without that decisive affect. This can most likely be 
explained with the quite impressive speeds that the new IPSI AGV is working at, 
meaning that the AGVs are doing a job before a QC is done with the next unload from 
the ship. However, it is still uncertain whether these speeds can really be implemented 
at a real terminal, because as mentioned before the IPSI AGV system has never been 
incorporated into a live terminal, and therefore should it also be consider when 
considering the results from the simulations. For example in a live terminal it might be 
wanted to reduce the AGVs operating speeds due to safety reasons. 

Looking at the deviation of the performance of the tested algorithms, the simplistic 
Greedy algorithm has outperformed the others almost conclusively in most 
constellations. However, the overall best cost was obtained from the Greedy look-
ahead algorithm more elaboration on that later. A reason for the greedy’s successfully 
results lies most likely within its simplistic nature, because as being said before, the 
usage of cassettes brings a lot more complexity into the dispatching and selection of 
jobs. In previous system, an AGV is needed to be present both at QC and SC which 
reduces the number of optimization that can be done compared to system that are using 
cassettes.  

Based upon previous presented results, the worst dispatching algorithm that was 
tested in almost every area is the Inventory algorithm. That might also be explained 
with the aspects of cassettes, for example in the previous study [14] where the 
Inventory approach was first created, the authors argue that according to their results it 
outperformed due time algorithms such like the Greedy. However, their inventory 
levels were built upon the assumption of last AGV service time which according to our 
experience with this thesis is not possible to implement in an AGV system where 
cassettes are used. For example if the inventory level was implemented like that for the 
IPSI AGV system, AGVs would have been going to cranes that have not any cassettes 
in their buffers and just wait to serve, which will have lead to deadlocks.  

Furthermore, during the implementation of the simulator problems arise with the 
Greedy look-ahead as mentioned before, this was mainly due to unknown due times of 
jobs (return cassette), which heavily compromised the capabilities of the look-ahead 
algorithm. This is probably the most likely explanation of the lack of performance on 
this algorithm compared to what was expected from us. However, from the results it 
can be conclude even though with a poor implementation, the best overall cost was 
still obtained by the look-ahead algorithm, but not by much. This still indicates that 
with modifications such as solving the problem with the unknown due times on jobs it 
could lead to algorithm worth implementing. Another factor that is strongly connected 
to the performance of the look-ahead algorithm is the interruption levels, with an fully 
automated system estimated due times are becoming more accurate, and therefore 
should at least in theory increase the look ahead algorithm’s performance.  

Our attempt with combining the Greedy and Inventory algorithm was somewhat 
unsuccessful according to the results. However, according to our cost calculations in 
table 20, it gave us a slight improvement over the normal Greedy algorithm. Another 
factor to its defense is that we did not fully investigate the possibility with a proper 
analysis on this concept, which is considered in future work.  
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Total unloading cost
AGVs-Cassettes Greedy G. Look-Ahead Inventory Hybrid

6-18 108 437$            105 659$          179 169$      113 183$      

100 085$            97 150$            137 497$      105 390$      

98 252$              94 441$            117 653$      105 249$      

99 513$              93 995$            98 947$        105 580$      

6-36 9 345$               9 325$              73 781$        9 660$          
6-42 8 549$              8 524$             69 394$        8 533$          

10-18
10-36 9 928$               9 948$              14 201$        10 073$        
10-42 9 708$               9 711$              10 082$       9 714$          
14-18
14-36 11 047$              11 003$            12 453$        11 189$        
14-42 10 874$              12 047$            10 913$        10 886$        
18-18
18-36 12 214$              12 182$            12 824$        12 318$        
18-42 12 046$              12 060$            12 063$        12 038$          

Table 20: The total cost for unloading. 

Moreover, all of the cost calculations that were based on Henesey’s work [18] in 
previous chapter gave us a total cost of every dispatching algorithm as seen in table 20. 
According to this we can see the optimal numbers of AGVs and cassette from a cost 
standpoint for every algorithm. As expected from the previous chapter, the Inventory 
algorithm is most expensive according to our simulations. The other tested algorithms 
are very close, and it just a matter of a couple of dollars that differentiae them.  
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12 CONCLUSION 
 
 
The content of this chapter is intended to conclude this thesis. As viewed in earlier 

chapters, the simulations that have be run on multiple AGV and cassette constellations 
using four different dispatching algorithms have gained us with some interesting 
results.  

Firstly, the performance of the ISPI AGV system is almost conclusively dependent 
on cassettes. Therefore, are we able to conclude that the performance of the IPSI AGV 
system is much dependent on the right number of cassettes despite which dispatching 
strategy that is used. The number of AGVs according to our results indicates that 
because of the impressive specifications on the new IPSI AGV version, you should be 
able to obtain a decent ship turnaround time with only one AGV per QC, if sufficient 
number of cassettes is available. However, before an IPSI AGV system has been 
implemented in a live Container Terminal, and all the parameters are known accurate 
results cannot be acquired on this matter. 

Furthermore, one of our objectives with this thesis was to investigate the 
possibility of using older dispatching strategies for the ISPI AGV system, and compare 
them to each other. This thesis has given strong indications that is definitely feasible to 
take inspiration from previous research regarding the dispatching problem for AGVs, 
but new consideration needs to be addressed such as the problem with estimating due 
times for AGV jobs. This problem was very clear to us when implementing and testing 
the look-ahead algorithm, where we had to disregard the return cassette jobs in the job 
combinations, and just consider them when they were created which most likely 
decreased its performance a great deal.   

Moreover, the tested dispatching algorithms in the simulation runs generated 
similar results with one exception, the inventory based algorithm. With lower amount 
of AGVs, the Inventory algorithm as we have constructed it was proven to be highly 
inefficient with the outcome of a higher unloading cost than the others. In addition to 
that, strong indications were shown that with adding cost considerations together with 
inventory levels which was tested with the Hybrid, much could be gained especially 
when having a low amount of AGVs serving the cranes. This suggests that the IPSI 
AGV technology is much more suited for a cost estimation based approach than an 
Inventory based. 
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13 FUTURE WORK 
 
 
The newly developed IPSI AGV system gives a lot more flexibility into areas such 

as dispatching and the assignment of jobs as seen in this paper. Hence, the work in this 
thesis have just been a first step into investigate the area of dispatching the IPSI AGVs 
fully. Much work is still needed in order to been close to finding the optimal 
dispatching strategy, and AGV and cassette constellations for certain situations.  

However, in this work we have identified a couple of problem areas such as the 
unknown due times for certain jobs, which is preventing the look-ahead algorithm to 
work to its full potential. That can be an area of interest with the continuing on of the 
construction of the look-ahead algorithm. In addition, this thesis also presented the 
idea of combining a cost estimation based approach with an inventory based with 
somewhat interesting results, which can also be of interest to further explore.    

Moreover, the development of the AGV simulator has also opened up the 
possibility of creating new simulation experiments where other parameters and other 
scenarios are tested.  Due to time restrictions, we were not even close to run as much 
simulations as we wanted.  

Looking at a large perspective regarding the AGVs, there are many areas that are 
still unexplored especially for the ISPI AGVs. Areas such as vehicle routing, vehicle 
requirements and flow path layouts are other areas that are of any interest to study, in 
order to strengthen the knowledgebase regarding the AGV technology. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

QC Code Snippets 

 
 

public void lifeCycle() 
{ 

while(!model.isTheSimualtionDone()) 
{ 

  do 
  { 
   currentPos = getFirstCassette(); 
   currentJob = model.getCraneJob(this); 
    
   if(currentJob!=null && currentPos > -1) 
   { 

currentJob.setSource(this); 
    unloading(); 
   }  
  } 
  while(currentJob != null && currentPos > -1); 
  isPassivated = true; 
  passivate(); 
 } 
} 

 
 

private void unloading() 
{ 
 double serviceTime = 
model.getCraneServiceTime(currentJob, this, true); 
 startedCurrentJob = 
model.currentTime().getTimeValue(); 
 hold(new SimTime(serviceTime)); 
   
 buffer[currentPos].setWeight(currentJob.getNumberOf
40s(), currentJob.getNumberOf20s()); 
 currentJob.setCassette(buffer[currentPos]); 
 currentJob.setCassettePlacement(currentPos, -1); 
   
 totServiceTime = totServiceTime + serviceTime; 
 throughPut = throughPut + 
currentJob.getNumberOf20s()+ 
(currentJob.getNumberOf40s()); 
   
 stopTime = model.currentTime().getTimeValue(); 
 model.craneJobDone(this, currentJob); 
} 
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SC Code Snippets 

 
 

public void lifeCycle() 
{ 
 while(!model.isTheSimualtionDone()) 
 { 
  do 
  { 
   currentJob = model.getCraneJob(this); 
     
   if(currentJob !=null && 
currentJob.isReadyToBeStacked()) 
     stackContainer(); 
  } 
  while(currentJob != null && 
currentJob.isReadyToBeStacked()); 
   isPassivated = true; 
   passivate(); 
 } 
} 

 
 

private void stackContainer() 
{ 

double serviceTime = 
model.getCraneServiceTime(currentJob, this, true); 

   
hold(new SimTime(serviceTime)); 

 currentJob.getCassette().setWeight(0, 0); 
 totServiceTime = totServiceTime + serviceTime; 

throughPut = throughPut + 
currentJob.getNumberOf20s()+ 
(currentJob.getNumberOf40s()); 
 

 model.craneJobDone(this, currentJob); 
} 
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AGV Code Snippets 

 
 

protected void dispatchAGV() 
{  

double estServiceTime1 = 
model.getAGVServiceTime(this, currentPosXY, 
currentJob.getSource().getPosXY(), false, 0, 0)[0]; 
 
double estServiceTime2 = 
model.getAGVServiceTime(this, 
currentJob.getSource().getPosXY(), 
currentJob.getDest().getPosXY(), false, 
currentJob.getCassette().getWeight(), 2)[0]; 
 
currentJob.setEstTime(estServiceTime1+estServiceTim
e2); 
 

 currentJob.setStart(); 
 isWorking = true; 
   

double[] serviceTimeAndDistance1 = 
model.getAGVServiceTime(this, currentPosXY, 
currentJob.getSource().getPosXY(), true, 0, 0); 
 
double[] serviceTimeAndDistance2 = 
model.getAGVServiceTime(this, 
currentJob.getSource().getPosXY(), 
currentJob.getDest().getPosXY(), true, 
currentJob.getCassette().getWeight(), 2); 

   
 hold(new SimTime(serviceTimeAndDistance1[0])); 
   
 //Delete the cassette from source buffer. 

currentJob.getSource().removeCassette(currentJob.ge
tCassette(), 
currentJob.getCassettePlacementInSourceBuffer(), 
currentJob); 

   
 hold(new SimTime(serviceTimeAndDistance2[0])); 
   

model.getDBConn().trace(model.getSimId(), 
this.getName(), "done with job: "+currentJob, 
model.currentTime().getTimeValue()); 

 
 currentJob.setStop(); 
 

currentPosXY[0] = 
currentJob.getDest().getPosXY()[0]; 
 
currentPosXY[1] = 
currentJob.getDest().getPosXY()[1]; 

  
totServiceTime = totServiceTime + 
serviceTimeAndDistance1[0] + 
serviceTimeAndDistance2[0]; 
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totDistance = totDistance + 
serviceTimeAndDistance1[1] + 
serviceTimeAndDistance2[1]; 
 
throughPut = throughPut+ 
(currentJob.getNumberOf20s()+ 
currentJob.getNumberOf40s()*2); 

   
 numberOfJobs++; 
 isWorking = false; 
 model.jobAGVCompleted(currentJob); 
} 

 
 

protected void driveToCrane(Crane crane) 
{ 

if(crane.getPosXY()[0] != currentPosXY[0] || 
crane.getPosXY()[1] != currentPosXY[1]) 

 { 
double[] serviceTimeAndDistance = 
model.getAGVServiceTime(this, currentPosXY, 
crane.getPosXY(), true, 0, 0); 

   
hold(new SimTime(serviceTimeAndDistance[0])); 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  currentPosXY[0] = crane.getPosXY()[0]; 
  currentPosXY[1] = crane.getPosXY()[1]; 
 

totServiceTime = totServiceTime + 
serviceTimeAndDistance[0]; 
 
totDistance = totDistance + 
serviceTimeAndDistance[1]; 

 } 
} 
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Greedy AGV Code Snippets 

 
 

private void greedyDispatching(Job currentJob) 
{ 
 int indexOfBestAGV = 0; 
   
 //Check which AGV that gives best cost for that 
specific job. 

for(int i=1; i < agvs.size(); i++) 
 { 

if( 
((GreedyAGV)agvs.elementAt(i)).countCost(currentJob
) < 
((GreedyAGV)agvs.elementAt(indexOfBestAGV)).countCo
st(currentJob)) 

   { 
    indexOfBestAGV = i; 
   } 
  } 
 
 currentJob.setAGV(((GreedyAGV)agvs.elementAt(indexO
fBestAGV))); 
 
 ((GreedyAGV)agvs.elementAt(indexOfBestAGV)).giveAGV
AJob(currentJob); 
 
 ((AGV)agvs.elementAt(indexOfBestAGV)).notifyAGVThat
CraneJobIsCompleted(); 
} 

 
 

public void lifeCycle() 
{ 
 while(!model.isTheSimualtionDone()) 
 {  
  if(jobList.size() > 0) 
  { 
   currentJob = (Job)jobList.elementAt(0); 
   dispatchAGV(); 
   jobList.remove(0); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   isPassivated = true; 
   passivate(); 
  } 
 } 
} 
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Look AGV Code Snippets 

 

private void lookDispatching(int numberOfJobs) 
{ 
   
  //Sort the future AGV jobs based on the est 
dueTime 
  Collections.sort(jobs); 
   
  //Put in the jobs that are estimated in the 
nearest future. 
  tor futureJobs = new Vector(); Vec
  int count = numberOfJobs; 
   
  for(int i=0; i<jobs.size();i++) 
  { 
   if(((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).getAGV() == null) 
   { 
   
 futureJobs.addElement(((Job)jobs.elementAt(i))); 
    count--; 
    if(count == 0) 
     break; 
   } 
  } 
   
  //Calculate the cost of every possible 
combination of dispatching. 
  double bestCost = Integer.MAX_VALUE; 
  int dAGVIndex[] = new int[futureJobs.size()]; 
  String bestCombo=""; 
  Integer nrs[] = new Integer[agvs.size()]; 
   
  for(int i=0; i<nrs.length;i++) 
   nrs[i]= i; 
   
  //Generates all the possible combinations for 
dispatching AGVs. 
  for(Integer[] variation : new 
VariatorWithRepetition<Integer>(nrs, 
futureJobs.size())) 
  { 
   double totalCost = 0; 
   double costPerAGV[] = new double[agvs.size()]; 
   int agvsCurrentPosXY[][] = new 
int[agvs.size()][2]; 
     
   for(int i=0; i<agvs.size(); i++) 
   { 
    costPerAGV[i] = 
((LookAGV)agvs.elementAt(i)).estDoneWithCurrentJobs(); 
     
    if(costPerAGV[i] > 
currentTime().getTimeValue()) 
    { 
     agvsCurrentPosXY[i][0] = 
((LookAGV)agvs.elementAt(i)).getFuturePosXY()[0]; 
     agvsCurrentPosXY[i][1] = 
((LookAGV)agvs.elementAt(i)).getFuturePosXY()[1]; 
    } 
    else 
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    { 
     agvsCurrentPosXY[i][0] = 
((AGV)agvs.elementAt(i)).getCurrentPosXY()[0]; 
     agvsCurrentPosXY[i][1] = 
((AGV)agvs.elementAt(i)).getCurrentPosXY()[1]; 
    } 
   } 
    
   for(int i=0; i<variation.length; i++) 
   { 
    int vIndex = variation[i].intValue();  ag
    double jobDueTime = 
((Job)futureJobs.elementAt(i)).getEstDueTime(); 
     
    if(jobDueTime < 
currentTime().getTimeValue()) 
     jobDueTime = currentTime().getTimeValue(); 
      
    //Check if the AGV has any jobs that 
interfere with the currentJob 
    if(costPerAGV[agvIndex] > jobDueTime) 
     costPerAGV[agvIndex] = 
costPerAGV[agvIndex] + (costPerAGV[agvIndex] - 
jobDueTime); 
     
    //Add the servicetime + duetime of the job 
to the cost of the AGV. 
    costPerAGV[agvIndex]  = costPerAGV[agvIndex] 
+ 
((LookAGV)agvs.elementAt(agvIndex)).countCost((Job)fut
ureJobs.elementAt(i), agvsCurrentPosXY[agvIndex]); 
    costPerAGV[agvIndex] = costPerAGV[agvIndex] 
+  (jobDueTime-currentTime().getTimeValue()); 
     
    //Changing the pos of the AGV 
    agvsCurrentPosXY[agvIndex][0] = 
((Job)futureJobs.elementAt(i)).getDest().getPosXY()[0]
; 
    agvsCurrentPosXY[agvIndex][1] = 
((Job)futureJobs.elementAt(i)).getDest().getPosXY()[1]
; 
   } 
    
   a late the totalcost of every agv //C lcu
   for(int i=0; i<costPerAGV.length;i++) 
    totalCost = totalCost + costPerAGV[i]; 
    
   String temp = Arrays.toString(variation) + " 
with cost: " +(int)totalCost; 
    
   //Check if this combination is better than the 
best one. 
   if(totalCost < bestCost) 
   {  
    //Search for the first job that the AGV 
should be assigned to. 
    for(int i=0; i<variation.length; i++) 
    { 
     dAGVIndex[i] = variation[i];
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    bestCost = totalCost; 
    bestCombo = temp; 
   } 
  } 
   
  for(int i=0; i<futureJobs.size();i++) 
  { 
  
 ((Job)futureJobs.elementAt(i)).setAGV((AGV)agvs.ele
mentAt(dAGVIndex[i])); 
  
 ((LookAGV)agvs.elementAt(dAGVIndex[i])).giveAGVAJob
(((Job)futureJobs.elementAt(i))); 
  
 ((AGV)agvs.elementAt(dAGVIndex[i])).notifyAGVThatCr
aneJobIsCompleted(); 
} 

Inv AGV Code Snippets 

 
 

public void lifeCycle() 
 { 
  while(!model.isTheSimualtionDone()) 
  {    
   currentCraneLocation = 
model.getCraneWithLessRecentServiceTime(this, 
currentCraneLocation); 
   driveToCrane(currentCraneLocation); 
   currentJob = model.getAGVJob(this); 
    
   if(currentJob != null && 
currentJob.isReadyToBeDispatched()) 
   { 
    currentCraneLocation = currentJob.getDest(); 
    dispatchAGV(); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    isPassivated = true; 
    passivate(); 
   } 
  } 
 } 
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public Crane getCraneWithLessRecentServiceTime(AGV 
agv, Crane currentCraneLocation) 
 { 
  int bestInventoryLevel = 0; 
  int craneIndex = -1; 
  Crane cranesInService[] = getCraneInService(); 
   
  if(currentCraneLocation instanceof SC) 
  { 
   //Check for jobs on the SC side 
   for(int i=0; i<jobs.size();i++) 
   { 
   
 if(((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).isReadyToBeDispatched() 
&& ((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).getDest() instanceof SC && 
((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).getAGV() == null) 
    { 
     ((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).setAGV(agv); 
     return 
((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).getSource(); 
    } 
   } 
    
   //Check for jobs on the QC side  
   for(int i=0; i<jobs.size();i++) 
   { 
   
 if(((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).isReadyToBeDispatched() 
&& ((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).getDest() instanceof QC && 
((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).getAGV() == null) 
    { 
     jobs.elementAt(i)).setAGV(agv); ((Job)
     return 
((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).getSource(); 
    } 
   } 
    
   //Check which SC that has highest inventory 
level (most cassettes in buffer). 
   for(int i=0; i < scs.size(); i++) 
   { 
    int count=0; 
     
   
 if(scs.elementAt(i).equals(currentCraneLocation)) 
     count--; 
     
    for(int j=0; j<cranesInService.length; j++) 
    { 
    
 if(scs.elementAt(i).equals(cranesInService[j])) 
      count++; 
    } 
     
   
 if(((Crane)scs.elementAt(i)).getInventoryLevel()- 
count > bestInventoryLevel) 
    { 
     bestInventoryLevel = 
((Crane)scs.elementAt(i)).getInventoryLevel()- count; 
     craneIndex = i; 
    } 
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   if(craneIndex > -1) 
   { 
    return ((Crane)scs.elementAt(craneIndex)); 
   } 
    
   //Check which QC that has the highest inventory 
level (most cassettes in buffer). 
   for(int i=0; i < qcs.size(); i++) 
   { 
    int count=0; 
     
   
 if(qcs.elementAt(i).equals(currentCraneLocation)) 
     count--; 
     
    for(int j=0; j<cranesInService.length; j++) 
    { 
    
 if(qcs.elementAt(i).equals(cranesInService[j])) 
      count++; 
    } 
     
   
 if(((Crane)qcs.elementAt(i)).getInventoryLevel()- 
count > bestInventoryLevel) 
    { 
     bestInventoryLevel = 
((Crane)qcs.elementAt(i)).getInventoryLevel()- count; 
     craneIndex = i; 
    } 
   } 
   return ((Crane)qcs.elementAt(craneIndex)); 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   //Check for jobs on the QC side  
   for(int i=0; i<jobs.size();i++) 
   { 
   
 if(((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).isReadyToBeDispatched() 
&& ((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).getDest() instanceof QC && 
((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).getAGV() == null) 
    { 
     ((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).setAGV(agv); 
     return 
((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).getSource(); 
    } 
   } 
    
   //Check for jobs on the SC side 
   for(int i=0; i<jobs.size();i++) 
   { 
   
 if(((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).isReadyToBeDispatched() 
&& ((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).getDest() instanceof SC && 
((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).getAGV() == null) 
    { 
     jobs.elementAt(i)).setAGV(agv); ((Job)
     return 
((Job)jobs.elementAt(i)).getSource(); 
    } 
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//Check which QC that has the highest inventory 
level (most cassettes in buffer). 

   for(int i=0; i < qcs.size(); i++) 
   { 
    int count=0; 
     
   
 if(qcs.elementAt(i).equals(currentCraneLocation)) 
     count--; 
     
    for(int j=0; j<cranesInService.length; j++) 
    { 
    
 if(qcs.elementAt(i).equals(cranesInService[j])) 
      count++; 
    } 
     
   
 if(((Crane)qcs.elementAt(i)).getInventoryLevel()- 
count > bestInventoryLevel) 
    { 
     bestInventoryLevel = 
((Crane)qcs.elementAt(i)).getInventoryLevel()- count; 
     craneIndex = i; 
    } 
   } 
    
   if(craneIndex > -1) 
   { 
    return ((Crane)qcs.elementAt(craneIndex)); 
   } 
    
   //Check which SC that has highest inventory 
level (most cassettes in buffer). 
   for(int i=0; i < scs.size(); i++) 
   { 
    int count=0; 
     
   
 if(scs.elementAt(i).equals(currentCraneLocation)) 
     count--; 
     
    for(int j=0; j<cranesInService.length; j++) 
    { 
    
 if(scs.elementAt(i).equals(cranesInService[j])) 
      count++; 
    } 
     
   
 if(((Crane)scs.elementAt(i)).getInventoryLevel()- 
count > bestInventoryLevel) 
    { 
     bestInventoryLevel = 
((Crane)scs.elementAt(i)).getInventoryLevel()- count; 
     craneIndex = i; 
    } 
   } 
   return ((Crane)scs.elementAt(craneIndex)); 
  } 
 } 



APPENDIX B 
 
 

          Data Analysis 
Greedy 6-18 Greedy 10-18

Mean: 262672,9455 Mean: 256351,5228
Standard Error: 421,0411077 Standard Error: 800,8295251
Median: 263245,44 Median: 255936,7678
Standard Deviation: 1331,448889 Standard Deviation: 2532,445317
Sample Variance: 1772756,143 Sample Variance: 6413279,282
Kurtosis: -1,206617186 Kurtosis: 3,721672302
Skewness: -0,609077087 Skewness: 1,5531123
Range: 3694,850671 Range: 9034,658181
Minimum 260425,3755 Minimum 253417,1852
Maximum 264120,2261 Maximum 262451,8434
Sum: 2626729,455 Sum: 2563515,228
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 771,8158954 Confidence Level (90%): 1468,010951

Greedy 14-18 Greedy 18-18

Mean: 254789,4952 Mean: 254789,4952
Standard Error: 338,8186258 Standard Error: 338,8186258
Median: 254653,4944 Median: 254653,4944
Standard Deviation: 1071,438571 Standard Deviation: 1071,438571
Sample Variance: 1147980,612 Sample Variance: 1147980,612
Kurtosis: 2,363902193 Kurtosis: 2,363902193
Skewness: 1,252130538 Skewness: 1,252130538
Range: 3833,666971 Range: 3833,666971
Minimum 253400,1054 Minimum 253400,1054
Maximum 257233,7724 Maximum 257233,7724
Sum: 2547894,952 Sum: 2547894,952
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 621,0928014 Confidence Level (90%): 621,0928014

Greedy 6-36 Greedy 10-36

Mean: 199981,8093 Mean: 200038,8442
Standard Error: 157,9949434 Standard Error: 150,6798525
Median: 199935,4782 Median: 199952,8157
Standard Deviation: 499,6238798 Standard Deviation: 476,4915315
Sample Variance: 249624,0213 Sample Variance: 227044,1796
Kurtosis: -1,133011388 Kurtosis: 0,264743772
Skewness: 0,208892284 Skewness: 0,25205575
Range: 1427,278693 Range: 1685,31696
Minimum 199266,6117 Minimum 199236,6935
Maximum 200693,8903 Maximum 200922,0105
Sum: 1999818,093 Sum: 2000388,442
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 289,6225724 Confidence Level (90%): 276,2131849  
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Greedy 14-36 Greedy 18-36

Mean: 199723,5925 Mean: 199675,0926
Standard Error: 120,7487577 Standard Error: 113,4198316
Median: 199593,2823 Median: 199713,1564
Standard Deviation: 381,8410989 Standard Deviation: 358,6649996
Sample Variance: 145802,6248 Sample Variance: 128640,582
Kurtosis: -1,142853594 Kurtosis: -1,19604676
Skewness: 0,52297891 Skewness: -0,05502202
Range: 1091,799944 Range: 1096,772401
Minimum 199211,2579 Minimum 199108,1371
Maximum 200303,0579 Maximum 200204,9095
Sum: 1997235,925 Sum: 1996750,926
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 221,3461081 Confidence Level (90%): 207,911359

Greedy 6-42 Greedy 10-42

Mean: 199921,2992 Mean: 199680,5364
Standard Error: 119,8137462 Standard Error: 102,3052258
Median: 199845,3529 Median: 199584,6877
Standard Deviation: 378,8843329 Standard Deviation: 323,5175301
Sample Variance: 143553,3377 Sample Variance: 104663,5923
Kurtosis: -1,762007921 Kurtosis: 1,006351517
Skewness: 0,061270523 Skewness: 1,091190349
Range: 954,4900663 Range: 1083,723308
Minimum 199440,0989 Minimum 199281,8614
Maximum 200394,589 Maximum 200365,5847
Sum: 1999212,992 Sum: 1996805,364
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 219,6321264 Confidence Level (90%): 187,5370315

Greedy 14-42 Greedy 18-42

Mean: 199657,1682 Mean: 199668,9075
Standard Error: 142,9478649 Standard Error: 160,9702941
Median: 199669,7945 Median: 199585,7876
Standard Deviation: 452,0408398 Standard Deviation: 509,032765
Sample Variance: 204340,9209 Sample Variance: 259114,3558
Kurtosis: 0,062467916 Kurtosis: 1,062400779
Skewness: 0,376378216 Skewness: 0,184925081
Range: 1505,8779 Range: 1877,063526
Minimum 199012,7147 Minimum 198742,6155
Maximum 200518,5926 Maximum 200619,679
Sum: 1996571,682 Sum: 1996689,075
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 262,0395785 Confidence Level (90%): 295,0767262  
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Look-Ahead 6-18 Look-Ahead 10-18

Mean: 260090,4223 Mean: 254295,005
Standard Error: 434,0009826 Standard Error: 307,9585644
Median: 260130,7059 Median: 253885,7919
Standard Deviation: 1372,431612 Standard Deviation: 973,8504884
Sample Variance: 1883568,529 Sample Variance: 948384,7738
Kurtosis: -1,134645241 Kurtosis: -0,09093885
Skewness: -0,117952496 Skewness: 1,134121513
Range: 3978,407823 Range: 2602,182934
Minimum 257840,2546 Minimum 253422,2144
Maximum 261818,6624 Maximum 256024,3973
Sum: 2600904,223 Sum: 2542950,05
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 795,5728095 Confidence Level (90%): 564,522824

Look-Ahead 14-18 Look-Ahead 18-18

Mean: 251941,91 Mean: 251613,249
Standard Error: 472,5236415 Standard Error: 512,0943684
Median: 251794,3817 Median: 251369,2123
Standard Deviation: 1494,250955 Standard Deviation: 1619,384581
Sample Variance: 2232785,917 Sample Variance: 2622406,422
Kurtosis: 0,080736541 Kurtosis: -0,12756262
Skewness: 0,464106194 Skewness: 0,739635062
Range: 4945,095348 Range: 5230,806397
Minimum 249825,6789 Minimum 249476,8805
Maximum 254770,7743 Maximum 254707,6869
Sum: 2519419,1 Sum: 2516132,49
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 866,1891934 Confidence Level (90%): 938,7268044

Look-Ahead 6-36 Look-Ahead 10-36

Mean: 200009,2628 Mean: 199771,0244
Standard Error: 148,1404949 Standard Error: 218,5943766
Median: 199921,6364 Median: 199770,1417
Standard Deviation: 468,4613775 Standard Deviation: 691,2561138
Sample Variance: 219456,0622 Sample Variance: 477835,0148
Kurtosis: 0,256410026 Kurtosis: -0,51041456
Skewness: -0,415092599 Skewness: -0,23996506
Range: 1573,192211 Range: 2094,159355
Minimum 199109,3651 Minimum 198715,3222
Maximum 200682,5573 Maximum 200809,4815
Sum: 2000092,628 Sum: 1997710,244
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 271,5582555 Confidence Level (90%): 400,7081765  
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Look-Ahead 6-42 Look-Ahead 10-42

Mean: 199586,2177 Mean: 199268,3151
Standard Error: 163,1128863 Standard Error: 132,128288
Median: 199568,9625 Median: 199223,7596
Standard Deviation: 515,8082363 Standard Deviation: 417,8263334
Sample Variance: 266058,1366 Sample Variance: 174578,8449
Kurtosis: -1,619307459 Kurtosis: 2,679683904
Skewness: -0,038686408 Skewness: 1,00762695
Range: 1359,03877 Range: 1587,104383
Minimum 198888,1275 Minimum 198622,95
Maximum 200247,1663 Maximum 200210,0543
Sum: 1995862,177 Sum: 1992683,151
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 299,0043396 Confidence Level (90%): 242,2060722

Look-Ahead 14-42 Look-Ahead 18-42

Mean: 199780,999 Mean: 199927,8032
Standard Error: 140,814931 Standard Error: 238,6820627
Median: 199675,7648 Median: 199621,5011
Standard Deviation: 445,2959104 Standard Deviation: 754,7789547
Sample Variance: 198288,4478 Sample Variance: 569691,2704
Kurtosis: 3,42654387 Kurtosis: -0,68260574
Skewness: 1,7585408 Skewness: 0,916684176
Range: 1504,435378 Range: 2102,36011
Minimum 199346,4625 Minimum 199113,0104
Maximum 200850,8978 Maximum 201215,3705
Sum: 1997809,99 Sum: 1999278,032
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 258,1296696 Confidence Level (90%): 437,5311735

Inventory 6-18 Inventory 10-18

Mean: 306053,9551 Mean: 280602,8568
Standard Error: 441,2932214 Standard Error: 769,9020761
Median: 306259,5973 Median: 281663,6069
Standard Deviation: 1395,491696 Standard Deviation: 2434,644136
Sample Variance: 1947397,073 Sample Variance: 5927492,067
Kurtosis: -0,865200373 Kurtosis: -1,07699165
Skewness: 0,301405259 Skewness: -0,67462192
Range: 4081,883581 Range: 7030,331231
Minimum 304155,5088 Minimum 276332,4912
Maximum 308237,3924 Maximum 283362,8224
Sum: 3060539,551 Sum: 2806028,568
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 808,9403068 Confidence Level (90%): 1411,317445  
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Inventory 6-18 Inventory 10-18

Mean: 306053,9551 Mean: 280602,8568
Standard Error: 441,2932214 Standard Error: 769,9020761
Median: 306259,5973 Median: 281663,6069
Standard Deviation: 1395,491696 Standard Deviation: 2434,644136
Sample Variance: 1947397,073 Sample Variance: 5927492,067
Kurtosis: -0,865200373 Kurtosis: -1,07699165
Skewness: 0,301405259 Skewness: -0,67462192
Range: 4081,883581 Range: 7030,331231
Minimum 304155,5088 Minimum 276332,4912
Maximum 308237,3924 Maximum 283362,8224
Sum: 3060539,551 Sum: 2806028,568
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 808,9403068 Confidence Level (90%): 1411,317445

Inventory 14-18 Inventory 18-18

Mean: 266469,4525 Mean: 266469,4525
Standard Error: 321,5346972 Standard Error: 321,5346972
Median: 266607,6256 Median: 266607,6256
Standard Deviation: 1016,78199 Standard Deviation: 1016,78199
Sample Variance: 1033845,615 Sample Variance: 1033845,615
Kurtosis: -0,88760546 Kurtosis: -0,88760546
Skewness: -0,210393352 Skewness: -0,21039335
Range: 2878,046595 Range: 2878,046595
Minimum 264973,4377 Minimum 264973,4377
Maximum 267851,4843 Maximum 267851,4843
Sum: 2664694,525 Sum: 2664694,525
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 589,4094085 Confidence Level (90%): 589,4094085

Inventory 6-36 Inventory 10-36

Mean: 242230,8244 Mean: 203067,3655
Standard Error: 789,0879804 Standard Error: 280,7738861
Median: 241684,0735 Median: 202993,3536
Standard Deviation: 2495,315292 Standard Deviation: 887,8849877
Sample Variance: 6226598,408 Sample Variance: 788339,7513
Kurtosis: -0,658459509 Kurtosis: -0,54615764
Skewness: 0,674590413 Skewness: 0,376771419
Range: 7579,176427 Range: 2774,31061
Minimum 239194,8465 Minimum 201747,5528
Maximum 246774,023 Maximum 204521,8634
Sum: 2422308,244 Sum: 2030673,655
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 1446,487374 Confidence Level (90%): 514,690239  
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Inventory 14-36 Inventory 18-36

Mean: 200541,1307 Mean: 200242,2274
Standard Error: 137,4752339 Standard Error: 231,8389979
Median: 200634,1314 Median: 200386,4224
Standard Deviation: 434,7348611 Standard Deviation: 733,1392837
Sample Variance: 188994,3995 Sample Variance: 537493,2093
Kurtosis: 3,901643365 Kurtosis: 0,74243638
Skewness: -1,742810974 Skewness: 0,800835669
Range: 1507,968107 Range: 2359,16859
Minimum 199480,6287 Minimum 199418,7713
Maximum 200988,5968 Maximum 201777,9399
Sum: 2005411,307 Sum: 2002422,274
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 252,0076279 Confidence Level (90%): 424,9870629

Inventory 6-42 Inventory 10-42

Mean: 239815,8866 Mean: 199804,241
Standard Error: 709,0509579 Standard Error: 159,1180916
Median: 239987,2482 Median: 199966,3023
Standard Deviation: 2242,216004 Standard Deviation: 503,1755863
Sample Variance: 5027532,609 Sample Variance: 253185,6706
Kurtosis: 0,900181596 Kurtosis: -0,3322698
Skewness: 0,652179167 Skewness: -0,78599459
Range: 7542,713212 Range: 1500,638435
Minimum 236919,7261 Minimum 198852,6959
Maximum 244462,4393 Maximum 200353,3344
Sum: 2398158,866 Sum: 1998042,41
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 1299,770474 Confidence Level (90%): 291,6814299

Inventory 14-42  Inventory 18-42

Mean: 199527,884 Mean: 199732,7548
Standard Error: 158,1645583 Standard Error: 90,80359775
Median: 199442,2571 Median: 199765,2486
Standard Deviation: 500,1602493 Standard Deviation: 287,1461886
Sample Variance: 250160,275 Sample Variance: 82452,93365
Kurtosis: -0,826746485 Kurtosis: -1,64851243
Skewness: 0,558935126 Skewness: 0,114678713
Range: 1462,322811 Range: 771,5491695
Minimum 198947,0235 Minimum 199405,1241
Maximum 200409,3463 Maximum 200176,6733
Sum: 1995278,84 Sum: 1997327,548
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 289,9334957 Confidence Level (90%): 166,4532485  
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Hybrid 6-18 Hybrid 10-18

Mean: 265018,2323 Mean: 260676,5344
Standard Error: 461,0793115 Standard Error: 434,3663892
Median: 265176,6063 Median: 260435,7941
Standard Deviation: 1458,060806 Standard Deviation: 1373,587129
Sample Variance: 2125941,315 Sample Variance: 1886741,601
Kurtosis: -1,048710077 Kurtosis: 3,333972191
Skewness: -0,138076009 Skewness: 1,517417051
Range: 4369,991321 Range: 4830,510874
Minimum 262905,9471 Minimum 259104,7103
Maximum 267275,9384 Maximum 263935,2211
Sum: 2650182,323 Sum: 2606765,344
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 845,2104443 Confidence Level (90%): 796,2426412

Hybrid 14-18 Hybrid 18-18

Mean: 259268,3956 Mean: 259222,9378
Standard Error: 399,5906215 Standard Error: 590,2007009
Median: 259120,5717 Median: 259100,681
Standard Deviation: 1263,616495 Standard Deviation: 1866,378491
Sample Variance: 1596726,648 Sample Variance: 3483368,673
Kurtosis: -0,117638622 Kurtosis: -0,30244707
Skewness: 0,729755353 Skewness: 0,249082619
Range: 3885,667135 Range: 6129,480211
Minimum 257877,6786 Minimum 256483,5738
Maximum 261763,3457 Maximum 262613,054
Sum: 2592683,956 Sum: 2592229,378
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 732,4947319 Confidence Level (90%): 1081,904532

Hybrid 6-36 Hybrid 10-36

Mean: 200481,0807 Mean: 199964,9276
Standard Error: 189,3469655 Standard Error: 117,5613759
Median: 200515,2933 Median: 199942,935
Standard Deviation: 598,767679 Standard Deviation: 371,7617126
Sample Variance: 358522,7335 Sample Variance: 138206,7709
Kurtosis: 0,379435399 Kurtosis: -0,01298195
Skewness: -0,662946814 Skewness: -0,09045015
Range: 1977,185656 Range: 1217,481697
Minimum 199387,6048 Minimum 199301,2798
Maximum 201364,7905 Maximum 200518,7615
Sum: 2004810,807 Sum: 1999649,276
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 347,0943693 Confidence Level (90%): 215,5032773  
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Hybrid 14-36 Hybrid 18-36

Mean: 199720,2837 Mean: 199917,6084
Standard Error: 118,3856543 Standard Error: 180,8079457
Median: 199674,8187 Median: 199760,5391
Standard Deviation: 374,3683098 Standard Deviation: 571,7649275
Sample Variance: 140151,6314 Sample Variance: 326915,1323
Kurtosis: 0,209328384 Kurtosis: -1,43199387
Skewness: -0,050800257 Skewness: 0,298746051
Range: 1306,67819 Range: 1648,794049
Minimum 199044,4564 Minimum 199143,2952
Maximum 200351,1346 Maximum 200792,0893
Sum: 1997202,837 Sum: 1999176,084
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 217,0142727 Confidence Level (90%): 331,4413818

Hybrid 6-42 Hybrid 10-42

Mean: 199388,8588 Mean: 199834,5219
Standard Error: 164,1386864 Standard Error: 94,91416402
Median: 199286,2619 Median: 199936,4132
Standard Deviation: 519,0521013 Standard Deviation: 300,1449405
Sample Variance: 269415,0838 Sample Variance: 90086,98531
Kurtosis: 0,319564458 Kurtosis: -0,04186237
Skewness: -0,290729442 Skewness: -0,82144528
Range: 1818,880185 Range: 947,0953492
Minimum 198401,1933 Minimum 199294,0801
Maximum 200220,0735 Maximum 200241,1755
Sum: 1993888,588 Sum: 1998345,219
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 300,8847472 Confidence Level (90%): 173,9883806

Hybrid 14-42 Hybrid 18-42

Mean: 199858,964 Mean: 199555,4413
Standard Error: 171,6304714 Standard Error: 180,3592507
Median: 199842,8713 Median: 199378,6863
Standard Deviation: 542,7432056 Standard Deviation: 570,3460293
Sample Variance: 294570,1872 Sample Variance: 325294,5932
Kurtosis: 3,618060807 Kurtosis: -0,1280238
Skewness: -0,321897516 Skewness: 0,883263612
Range: 2234,988722 Range: 1798,786075
Minimum 198690,589 Minimum 198866,1634
Maximum 200925,5777 Maximum 200664,9494
Sum: 1998589,64 Sum: 1995554,413
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 314,6180351 Confidence Level (90%): 330,6188732  
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Hybrid 14-42 Hybrid 18-42

Mean: 199858,964 Mean: 199555,4413
Standard Error: 171,6304714 Standard Error: 180,3592507
Median: 199842,8713 Median: 199378,6863
Standard Deviation: 542,7432056 Standard Deviation: 570,3460293
Sample Variance: 294570,1872 Sample Variance: 325294,5932
Kurtosis: 3,618060807 Kurtosis: -0,1280238
Skewness: -0,321897516 Skewness: 0,883263612
Range: 2234,988722 Range: 1798,786075
Minimum 198690,589 Minimum 198866,1634
Maximum 200925,5777 Maximum 200664,9494
Sum: 1998589,64 Sum: 1995554,413
Count: 10 Count: 10
Confidence Level (90%): 314,6180351 Confidence Level (90%): 330,6188732
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